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CHAPTER I 
ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE 
GENERAL CURRICULUM IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL 
The general background of the secondary school curric-
ulum involves a great many problems, philosophical, histor-
ical, and psychological. This chapter will point out main 
trends underlying the evolvement of the total curriculum 
today and endeavor to give a clear idea of essential prin-
ciples. 
No program is a finished unit sufficient for all pur-
poses; the whole concept of the curriculum is dynamic and 
not static. The curriculmn, it is recognized, can never be 
perfect, for individuals change, society changes, teachers 
change; so that what is good for one generatmn may be 
wrong for a succeeding generation. Fundamental changes, 
however, do not occur overnight. Change in a curriculum 
should be gradual, every innovation or novelty need not be 
incorporated, and change in itself is not necess~rily 
progress. 
The curriculum is evolving from a rigid pattern to a 
more differentiated individualized curriculum, consistent 
but flexible. This development is not without restraint, 
not without due safeguards. There is a clear awareness of 
the need of continuity, of the need of balance between the 
purposes of the individual and the purposes of society, of 
balance between the cultural and the vocational, between 
1. 
common and individual needs. There is systematic cumulative 
progression within the curriculum, not amorphous disjointed 
offering of delectable subjects. There is deep conscious-
ness of the necessity of being emp~rical and scientific. 
One of the significant influences upon the curriculum 
is the nature of the American school population. The 
tremendous growth in number of pupils has brought into the 
school a true cross section of America. Three-fourths of 
all pupils reach the secondary school and thus present a 
group large in numbers that varies greatly in social and 
economic background, in abilities, intelligence, capacity, 
and chronological age. 1 The secondary school, confronted 
with this changing nature of the school population, has to 
make corresponding provisions; conseouently, the American 
secondary school is the effort of a democratic society to 
meet the educational needs of all youth. The secondary 
school has become universal not selective. 
The school no longer simply prepares for college 
but endeavors to meet the needs of all individuals, to 
develop abilities needed by everyone in life, to develop 
capacity to cooperate with one another and to live har-
moniously in a true democratic society. It has 
lsecon~ Schools for American Youth, L. A. illiams, 
p. 11?. New York: AmeriCan-BOok Company, 1948. 
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moved steadily toward the goal of a high school education 
for all youth. 
As stated in the Harvard Report:l 
Democracy is not only opportunity for the able. 
It is equally betterment for the average, both the 
immediate betterment which can be gained in a 
single generation and the slower ground swell of 
betterment which works through generations. Hence 
the task of the high school is not only to speed 
the bright boy to the top. It is at least as much 
(as far as numbers are concerned, far more) so to 
widen the horizons of ordinary students that they 
and, still more, their children will encounter 
fewer of the obstacles to that achievement. 
There are four basic assumptions underlying educational 
thought in America today. 
1. Education should be planned for all youth, taking 
into consideration and understanding fully 
economic, geographic, cultural differences, 
and striving toward eouality of opportunity 
and offering. 
2. Education should be free, open to all youth, with-
out charge or restriction, provided as 
service of the state to its citizens. 
3. Education should be suited to the personal and 
social needs of those involved. 
4. Education should be continuous and go on as long 
as necessary for reasonable growth of the 
individual. It should not be arbitrarily 
halted at an arbitrary level. 
lReport of the Harvard Committee, 






Proceeding from these basic assumptions one can see 
that there are two essential criteria that must be considere 
in connection with the total curriculum of the secondary 
school: 
(a) The nature and the needs of American youth. 
(b) The nature and the needs of American society. 
These two criteria ere, of course, not completely 
distinct but are inextricably intertwined. The special 
character of each can be kept separate. Human nature end 
human society by their very essence are joined together, 
but one can consider the important features of each one. 
In America belief in the worth of the individual is 
synonymous with belief in democracy. The curriculum must 
concern itself with bringing out the abilities of each 
individual. It must . recognize individual differences, 
whether the result of sbcial, mental or economic forces, 
and try to educate each individual to the highest level 
possible with his capacity to achieve. It must prepare 
the pupil to meet the problems of youth and to cope success-
fully with the larger demands of adult life. It cannot 
confine itself to the upper few, to the economically secure, 
to the mentally superior or to the selected minority. It 
must take care of all the pupils regardless of class, race, 
4. 
creed, or ultimate place in life. 
Passing from the belief in the inherent dignity of 
each individual one can see that there are several basic 
princip~es, concerning how human beings learn, that under-
lie the best curricula today. These criteria might be 
summarized as follows:l 
1. Pupils are very much alike psychologically and 
biologically with common social ~nd physical 
needs; yet each one is different, unique, 
and individual. 
2. Pupils are dynamic self-starters with great ca-
pacity for growth. They can and will start 
themselves and want to express themselves. 
3. Pupils are plastic, capable of physical, mental 
and emotional growth; yet dependent upon 
adults and society for their growth. 
4. Pupils learn through experience, not only through 
direct experience but also through indirect 
vicarious experience. 
5. Pupils behave at the conscious level with refer-
ence to some goal, some perceived end or 
result, some desired consequence. 
6. Pupils in common with all human beings, have the 
unique human power to abstract, to think, 
to detach meaning from a particular situation 
and assign a symbol to this meaning, and 
subsequently respond to the symbol. 
These concepts of how the individual learns are the 
1 See Roy o. Billet, Fundamentals of Secondary Educa-
tion, Chapters I--VII for a comprehensiVe treatment of 
these principles. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1940. 
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psychological foundations for the curricula of today. They 
are the springs on which modern technioues end methods 
depend for movement and progress. 
Perhaps the clearest recent statement of the needs of 
American youth can be found in Education !££ !!! American 
Youth:l 
1. All youth need to develop salable skills and those 
understandings and attitudes that meke the 
worker an intelligent and productive partici-
pant in economic life. To this end, most 
youth need supervised work experience as well 
as education in the skills and knowledge of 
their occupations. 
2. All youth need to develop and maintain good health 
and physical fitness. 
3. All youth need to understand the rights and duties 
of the citizen of a democratic society, and 
to be diligent and competent in the perform-
ance of their obligations as members of the 
community and citizens of the state and 
nation. 
4. All youth need to understand the significance of 
the family for the individual and society 
and the conditions conducive to successful 
family life. 
5. All youth need to know how to purchase and use 
goods and services intelligently, understendin 
both the values received by the consumer and 
the economic consequences of their acts. 
!Education for all American Youth, pp. 225-6. 
Washington, D. c::- EdUcational Policies Commission, 1944. 
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6. All youth need to understand the methods of 
science, the influence of science on human 
life, and the main scientific facts concern-
ing the nature of the world and of man. 
7. All youth need opportunities to develop their 
capacities to appreciate beauty in literature, 
art, music, end nature. 
8. All youth need to be able to use their leisure 
time well and to budget it wisely, balancing 
activities that yield satisfactions to the 
individual with those that are socially 
use~l. 
9. All youth need to develop respect for other per-
sons, to grow in their insight into ethical 
values and principles, and to be able to 
live and work cooperatively with others. 
10. All youth need to grow in their ability to think 
rationally, to express their thoughts 
clearly, and to read and listen with under-
standing. 
The second basi fundamental on which the concepts or 
curriculum construction rest is the nature and needs of 
our American democratic society. It is necessary to 
explain as precisely as one can what this phrase "American 
democratic societyn means. American democracy is a way of 
life in which the will of the majority prevails, in which 
there is no designated ruler with permanent tenure, in 
which society expands and develops according to the best 
interests of the people. It is a way of life resting on 
three pillars--belief in the dignity and orth of human 
personality; rule abiding in the hands of the people; a 
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form of government expressing the people's will. 
Yet this description is not enough. It is further 
necessary to evaluate the needs of democracy, to realize 
bow education can meet these needs. It is necessary to 
have a sound interpretation of democracy in order to 
emphasize our responsibilities and duties as individual 
citizens, in order to know democracy and practice it in 
the school 
Democracy receives its classic statement in the 
Declaration of Independence.l 
We hold these truths to be self-evident, 
that all men are created equal; that they are 
endowed by their Creator with certain Unalienable 
Rights; thPt among these are Life, Liberty and the 
pursuit of Happiness. 
The purposes of our democratic society are vividly 
expressed in the Preamble to the Constitution.2 
We the People of the United States, in 
Order to form a more perfect Union, establish 
Justice, insure domestic Tranouility, provide for 
the common defense, promote the general Welfare 
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and 
our Posterity, do ordain and establish this CON-
STITUTION for t h e United States of America. 
These are the expressions of an ideal. They rest 
upon the ancient Greek concept that men can conduct their 
lselect Documents of the History of the United States, 
p. 2, edited by 1 illiam MacDonald. New York: The MacMillan 
Company, 1927. 
2rbid, p. 30. 
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lives intelligently, and upon the Christian concept that 
men can reach their highest development through brotherly 
love. From these two basic concepts has evolved present 
day be~ief in American democracy. The strategic ideas 
underlying the American way of life can be phrased briefly 
in the following paragraph. 
1. The democratic concept of the state allows the 
individua~ human being opportunity to 
release and to fulfill human capacities. 
2. People do not grow in i8olation, but develop 
capacities through social relationships and 
group activities; by sharing interests and 
by freely communicating with one another; by 
organizing in groups that help to develop 
capacities. 
3. Leadership in a democracy is not singular alone 
but is often plural. Any interest that 
furthers welfare of the group is leadership. 
Leadership comes from many people, from groups 
or from individuals. Sharing, participating, 
making group decisions, forwarding communi-
cation is leadership. 
4. The people themselves can become leaders. There 
is no aristocratic leader class. The people 
have the abi~ity to direct their own lives. 
5. Freedom is not license but the ability to make 
decisions affecting life and property, being 
able to freely choose and debate a course of 
action, being able to participate in for~ng 
social policy. It also means freedom through 
gaining the facility to make wise decisions, 
to be free from indoctrination or propaganda. 
6. Equality is an underlying mora~ ideal. To 
Americans it means respect for the human 
personality. It means that a~l people should 
have the right and the opportunity to exercise 
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leadership. Differences in creed, race, 
origin, etc. in no way hinder their rights. 
Considering these concepts as basic to our society, 
American schools must educate pupils so that these concepts 
can be maintained, nurtured, and put into actual operation. 
It must develop within pupils the ability and the willing-
ness to cooperate. Cooperation is essential to democracy 
and needs to be taught as a social skill. Without co-
operation between individuals, between groups, and between 
communities democracy cannot survive. Cooperation like-
wise pre-supposes that the interdependency of human beings 
will be taught. It implies that various stresses, com-
petitive forces, and stratifications of society will be 
explained. It implies that capacity for coopera tion will 
be given ample opportunity to grow and expand. 
Participation, the ability to work together toward the 
common good, the ability to take part in group activity, 
must be encouraged, developed, and explicitly taught. Its 
close alliance with freedom must be acknowledged and pro-
claimed. It concretely means that the curriculum will 
strive to do away with prejudices, biases, ignorance in 
general and provide an educational background that will 
enable people to work together for the common welfare. 
Democratic education must provide a basis for true 
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se1r•rea~i~ation. It must develop the human personality 
and give human potentiality a chance to achieve a high 
degree of worthwhile attainment. This can be secured 
through development of individual abilities and through 
increased cooperation and participation as functioning 
members of a group. It means that the curriculum should 
not contain meaningless activities, work without purpose, 
or isolated technioues. The pupil needs to know relation-
ship between causes and effects, and know that as long as 
democracy flourishes there can be true self-realization, 
and adequate expression of the human spirit. 
A fourth ouality thet American education must develop 
if democracy is to continue is leadership. Any force that 
furthers communication or participation is leadership. The 
ability to make an intelligent choice is a kind of leader-
ship. The ability to further the welfare of the group is 
leadership. Every individual is a potential leader. 
Education should make plain this concept of leadership 
and put in secondary place the notion of a leader being 
singular, one, individual, superior to the group and to the 
people. 
The fifth quality the curriculum should strive to 
awaken in all pupils is freedom, the power and the capacity 
to make wise decisions; in other words the ability to act 
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intelligently, the ability to use data for enlightenment 
and for illumination. Implicit is the concept that in-
formation is not enough; that there must be ideals and, ot 
knowing what the ideal is; further of knowing what actual 
condi tiona are today and what they were yesterday. This 
concept of freedom means that the curriculum will open 
avenues of knowledge, of facts, of ideRs, of principles, 
and will prevent lack of information and the spread of 
ignorance, will eradicate wrong ideas, half-truths, 
prejudices, and misconceptions. It will wage war against 
propaganda, social and economic pressures, and endeavor to 
lay the foundation for reflective thought. 
The last concept~ but by no means least, is eouality. 
It can be summed up as respect for all human personality 
and can be attained through the putting into actual oper-
ation the capacities for cooperation, participation, self-
realization, leadership, end freedom. It is the result of 
the educative process in a democratic society. One can 
thus see the close relation between education and democracy. 
Education is democracy, and democracy is education. 
Two major statements reflect the basic trends of 
American education upon the aims of education. The first 
was made during World War I by the Commission on the 
Reorganization of Secondary Education of the National 
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Education Association:l 
Education in the United States should be 
guided by a clear conception of the meaning of democ-
racy. It is the ideal of democracy that the indi-
vidual and society may find fulfillment each in the 
other. Democracy sanctions neither the exploitation 
of the individual by society, nor the disregard of 
the interests of society by the individual. More 
explicitly, the purpose of democracy is so to 
organize society that each member may develop his 
personaLity primarily through activities designed 
for the well-being of his fellow members and of 
society as a whole. 
The ideal demands that human activities be 
placed upon a high level of efficiency; that to this 
efficiency be added an appreciation of the signifi-
cance of these activities and loyalty to the best 
ideals involved; and that the individuaL choose that 
vocation and those forms of sociel service in which 
his personaLity may develop and become most effective. 
For the achievement of these ends democracy must 
place chief reliance upon education. 
Consequently, education in a democracy, both 
within and without the school, should develop in each 
individuaL the knowledge, interests, ideals, habits, 
and powers whereby he will find his place and use 
that place to shape both himself and society toward 
ever nobler ends. 
In order to determine the main objectives 
that should guide education in a democracy it is 
necessary to analyze the activities of the individual. 
Normally he is a member of a family, of a vocational 
group, and of various civic groups, and by virtue of 
these relationships he is called upon to engage in 
activities that enrich the family Life, to render 
lrhe Cardinal Objectives of Education, Bulletin 35, 
pp. 9-11. Washington, D. C.: 10. s. Office of Education, 
1918. 
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important vocational services to his fellows, end 
to promote the common welfare. It follows, there-
fore, that worthy home membership, vocation, and 
citizenship, demand attention as three of the 
leading objectives. 
Aside from the immediate discharge of these 
specific duties, every individual should have a 
margin of time for the cultivation of personal And 
social interests. This leisure, if worthily used, 
will recreate his powers and enlarge and enrich life, 
thereby making him better able to meet his respon-
sibilities. The unworthy use of leisure impairs 
health, disrupts home life, lessens vocational 
efficiency, and destroys civic-mindedness. The 
tendency in industrial life, aided by legislation, 
is to decrease the working hours of large groups 
of people. While shortened hours tend to lessen 
the harmful reactions that arise from prolonged 
strain, they increase, if possible, the importance 
of preparation for leisure. In view of these con-
siderations, education for the worthy use of leisure 
is of increasing Importance-ai an objective; 
To discharge the duties of life and to 
benefit from leisure, one must have good health. 
The health of the individual is essential elso to 
the vitality of the race and to the defense of the 
Nation. Health education is, therefore, fundamental. 
There are various processes, such as 
reading, writing, arithmetical computations, and 
oral And written expression, that are needed as 
tools in the affairs of life. Consequently, 
command of these fundamental !rocesses, while not 
an end in-itself, is neverthe ess an indispensable 
objective. 
And, finally, the realization of the 
objectives already named is dependent upon ethical 
character, that is, upon conduct founded upon right 
principles, clearly perceived and loyally adhered to. 
Good citizenship, vocational excellence, end the 
worthy use of leisure go hand in hand with ethical 
character; they are at once the fruits of sterling 
character and the channels through which such 
character is developed and made manifest. On the one 
hand, ch9racter is meaningless apart from the will 
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to discharge the duties of Life, and, on the other 
hand, there is no guarantee that these duties will 
be rightly discharged unless principles are sub-
stituted for impulses, however well-intentioned 
such impulses may be. Conseouently ethical character 
is at once involved in all the other objectives and 
at the same time reouires specific consideration in 
any program of national education. 
This commission, therefore regards the follow-
ing as the main objectives of education: 1. Health. 
2. Command of fundamental processes. 3. Worthy 
home-membership. 4. Vocation. 5. Citizenship. 
6. Worthy use of leisure. 7. Ethical character. 
The second statement was made during World War II by 
the EducationaL Policies Commission.l 
Schools should be dedicated to the proposition 
that every youth in the United States--regardless of 
sex, economic status, geographic location, or race--
should experience a broad and balanced education 
which will: (1) eouip him to enter an occupation 
suited to his abilities and offering reasonable 
opportunity for personal growth and social respon-
sibilities of American citizenship; (3) give him a 
fair chance to exercise his right to the pursuit of 
happiness; (4) stimulate intellectual curiosity, 
engender satisfaction in intellectual achievement, 
and cultivate the ability to think rationally; and 
(5) help him to develop an appreciation of the ethical 
values which should undergird all life in a democratic 
society. It is the duty of a democratic society to 
provide opportunities for such education through its 
schools. It is the obligation of every youth, as a 
citizen, to make full use of these opportunities. 
It is the responsibility of parents to give encourage-
ment and support to both youth and schools. 
It is interesting to note that the first statement 
!Education for all American Youth, p. 21. Washington, 
D. c., Educational policies Commission, 1944. 
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primarily concerns individual values while the second is 
concerned with social values. This change in emphasis 
indicates the recognition that education of the individual 
for personal development is not enough, that concurrent 
with the development of personal abilities, must also come 
the development of social capacities. The curriculum shoul 
not be limited to individual needs but must also comprehend 
social needs, and should strive and educate the individual 
to be a member of a democratic society. The emphasis 
should be upon outcomes, upon producing an integrated 
personality capable of meeting the problems of society. 
16. 
CHAPTER I I 
ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE 
COURSE OF STUDY I N ENGLISH I N THE SEC ONDARY SCHOOL 
retrospect. School and college curriculums should 
consist of experiences. The school of experience 
is the only one which w11l develop the flexibility 
and power of self-direction reouisite for success-
ful living in our age of swift industrial, social , 
and economic change.l 
The course of study will provide more effective 
opportunities for realization than ever before. It will 
consider the pupil's capacity to learn. Individual needs 
and abilities will be provided for knowing that pupils 
\ 
This chapter will present a review of cur rent thought 
and practice in the teaching of English. It will endeavor 
to show principles and approved practices that should be 
incorporated into a good English course of study. It will 
try to point out key ideas end strategic concepts under-
lying the construction of a modern democratic course of 
study in English. This review of ideas and ideals will 
inevitably reflect personal judgment. 
The place of English in the total school curriculum 
is more vital than ever before. English bas never been an 
isolated subject • its effect on human behavior has always 
been recognized. This influence is widely appreciated 
today with the growing stress on English as ~ social 
activity, as a major factor in a wide variety of situations 
in life outside school, as en important element in social 
and personal well-being. Its importance in the develop-
ment of a well-rounded personality and its contribution 
to vocational success ere receiving more end more 
recognition. The need to read, to write, to understand, 
to express thoughts and to interpret idees is paramount 
in our complex civilization, and fundamental for the 
continued growth of a democratic society. 
The language arts of English - speaking, writing, 
reading, listening - are fundamental to all activities and 
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pursuits. They provide the foundation on which normal 
interests and doings in life proceed. More than any other 
subject English is adapted to meet the demands of social 
responsibilities, of citizenship, of personal ideals. It 
helps to build and to fortify ideals that have permanence 
and significance in the lives of American youth; it en-
riches ordinary pursuits and makes life more meaningful; 
it teaches the pupil to be an active participant in 
present day society. 
The close connection between language and thinking is 
obvious. One can scarcely function without the other. 
Language is recognized not only as the medium of thought 
but the very stuff and material necessary for the thinking 
process. Thought and language are inseparable. The 
ability to use language promotes critic 1 thinking, and 
thinking promotes discrimination in the use of language. 
The importance of the study of language as a necessary 
tool in the development of the power to think makes English 
a keystone in the total curriculum. 
Language, the chief method of communication between 
persons and groups 1 is receiving considerable attention in 
our modern civilization. The emphasis is upon purpose to b 
achieved, upon effectiveness of results. The study and 
practice of the English language is conceived to be not 
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s.imply personal expression but the strengthening of mutual 
relationships. English is a social force invigorating the 
processes of democratic living. The power to convey ideas 
from one to another, from individual to group, from group 
to group rests upon our use of language. Cooperation and 
participation in social and political activities inevitably 
reouire the knowledge and, more imperative, the ability to 
read, write, and speak English. 
There is growing conviction of the necessity of good 
command of English in a democracy where persuasion, under-
standing, fair play, coopera tion, self-realization, personal 
and group ideals ere so inherently reouired. The continuing 
stress today upon language to convey idees, upon language 
for communicating has many inplications. Perhaps the 
primary implication is emphasis upon the effect of English 
upon others. The study of English is no longer solely a 
personal matter of personal knowledge; social needs end re-
ouirements are to be explicitly provided for and considered. 
One of the basic principles of the English curriculum 
centers on communication of ideas, attitudes, and ideals, 
on the passing from one to another of facts, convictions, 
beliefs and worthy thoughts. The concept of English today 
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is not static but dynamic, not one that conceives English 
as primarily literary but that conceives English primarily 
as e social, integrating, powerful force in the school 
and community. 
It is not presumptuous to say that education rests 
upon the Language Arts, that English is an essential tool 
for all school subjects, that English is essential for 
basic pursuits of life, that English is essential for 
vocational and social success, that English is a necessary 
ingredient for thinking, and that English is a foundation 
stone of democratic life. To say this is to say that 
English is e complex activity. It is social, intellectual, 
and spiritual: it involves voice, gestures, and manners; 
it concerns itself with idees, ideals, attitudes, and 
convictions; it concerns itself with present and pest; it 
transmits the American cultural heritage as well as 
interpreting the American contemporary scene. It is vital, 
dynamic, and up-to-date. 
A good English course of study will consist of well-
selected, well-balanced experiences that will bring out 
individual and group abilities. 
Experience is the best of all schools. 
Certainly no one learns so thoroughly, end few 
learn so rapidly, in any other. And experience 
need not be a dear school, if it is competently 
organized and is conducted by a capable teacher 
who illuminates each situation in prospect end in 
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retrospect. School and college curriculums should 
consist of experiences. The school of experience 
is the only one which will develop the flexibility 
and power of self-direction reauisite for success-
ful living in our age of swift industrial, social, 
and economic change.l 
The course of study will provide more effective 
opportunities for realization than ever before. It will 
consider the pupil's capacity to learn. Individual needs 
and abilities will be provided for knowing that pupils 
change and society changes, but knowing that broad funda-
mental principles of life do not change. 
The pupil will be recognized as a person, not as a 
receptacle for information. He will be assisted in 
developing at his own rate and be aided in integrating 
what he has learned with his school, home, and community 
life. The pupil will be educated as an indiviqual human 
being and as a member of a democratic group. The training 
of the pupil rests not entirely on learning facts and 
skills, but on putting into practice what he has learned, 
on increasing opportunities to use the methods and 
materi a ls he has been given. The proper English curric-
ulum will aid the pupil to adjust to personal problems; 
lAn Experience Curriculum in English, p. 3. New York, 
National Council of Teachers of English, D. ;Appleton-Century 
Company, 1935. 
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to meet people; to develop ability to speak, to listen, 
to write, to think, to live as a decent member of society, 
to take part in group activities, to become a good citizen. 
Today on basic concepts of the English curriculum 
there is wide agreement with wide divergence on minor 
1 points. A modern curriculum is not a hodge-podge of un-
related activities. It does not include every innovation, 
every new practice. New elements require careful apprais-
al and careful integration. The form and particular organ-
ization of a curriculum will vary with local conditions. 
A fundamental objective in constructing a course of 
study is the training of pupils for participation in demo-
cratic activities, training in ability to take part in 
discussions and group meetings, training in parliamentary 
procedure, to be an active citi&en in a democracy. To 
prepare pupils for life in America, to educate youth so 
that they will not only share but contribute to the Ameri-
can way of life is a guiding principle underlying the 
teaching of English. It is a worthy ideal to develop 
youth to cooperate as members of social groups, end to 
awaken students to the responsibilities and duties of 
citizenship. 
1 For recent consensus of opinion, see~ Emerging 
Curriculum in English . ~~ Secondary School, Washington, 
D. C.: National Association of Secondary School Principals 
1946. 
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Another underlying concept in the construction or a 
modern English curr iculum is integretian. Integration 
within the course of study in English is vitally important 
for balance and proportion. The teaching of one aspect, 
one phase of English necessarily involves another aspect, 
another skill. The study of literature is not separate 
from technical ability to read; vocabulary study is not 
separate from spelling; study skills ere not separate from 
organizational skills; speaking is not separate from lis-
tening. The writing of a letter requires punctuation, 
spelling, sentence structure, and organization. There is 
close and inevitable r elation between various skills and. 
abilities; consequently, the tea ching of one skill should 
consciously use others. There should not be artificial 
ba rriers between grammar and composition, between writing 
and vocabulary study, between ant aspects involved in 
learning English language. There should be no separate 
compartments. There should be natural thought-provoking 
presentation of experiences and skills without undue con-
cern for outmoded sectionalization of materials. 
The English curriculum strives to give proper founda-
tion for continued growth. It condemns mere memory of 
isolated facta, the enunciation of rules divorced rrom 
actual use, the teaching of barren knowledge, the reading 
of literature without understanding or enjoyment. It 
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strives to develop habits of study, to increase the ability 
to think, to give pupils clear ideas of the forces and 
events that mould men and society. It insists that a good 
program be cumulative, coherent, seq~ential, and integrated. 
It insists upon constructive teaching not unguided 
experimentation, upon teaching specific goals of attain-
ment with reasonable hope of success. It presupposes a 
continuous effort over a long period of time. 
The Language Arts program tries to increase the 
powers of communication by continuous development of the 
four recognized areas of language use--reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening. It provides activities suitable 
for each aspect, representative of a wide range of 
experiences and processes that will insure guided directed 
practice in these functional aspects of expression. These 
activities are usually presented as units, each unit 
centering its main interest on one particular phase of 
communication. Each unit in seouence furnishes under-
standing of basic principles and provides sufficient 
practice for application and comprehension of the basic 
principles. Each unit makes allowance for class, group, 
and individual activities, and considers individual needs, 
abilities, and interests. 
Such units afford extensive practice, abundant 
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illustrations, and provide realistic motives and purposes. 
Units incorporate the best setting obtainable for learning 
situations and attempt to furnish a large amount of 
personal and group experiences. The units are based upon 
careful consideration of the types of communication 
important to youth, to the adult, to society, and democracy 
Yet there 1s and should be integrated with growth in 
communication, a corresponding growth in fundamental 
processes and skills, taught not as isolated abilities, but 
as essential components of the larger aspects of the use 
of English. Thus the abilities to organize, to outline, 
to spell, to punctuate, to study, to use words correctly 
will be necessary factors in any aspect of communication. 
A compact statement of requirements of a good English 
course of study would entail such statements as the 
following: 
(1) It should contain a well-balanced, well-selected 
program of experiences in the four aspects of the Language 
Arts--reading, writing, speaking, ~nd listening. The 
experiences should incorporate a wide variety of social 
situations paralleling present and future needs. There 
should be keen awareness of the pattern of a student's 
growth and development. 
The ideal curriculum consists of well-
selected experiences. The first step in constructing 
it is to survey life, noting what experiences most 
people have and what desirable possible experiences 
they miss. From this display the curriculum builder 
must select typical examples, distributed as well as 
possible throughout its entire range.l 
(2) The course of study should be sequential, orderly, 
and cumulative. 
The program £! experiences must be orderly. 
In order that the pupil may gain the confidence and 
the clarity of mind that come from success, his 
experiences must be arranged in a carefully graded 
order of social and intellectual difficulty. No 
experience unit should reauire too many new techniaues, 
or any technioue . whtch is beyond the maturity of 
the pupils.2 
There should be gradation recognizing social and 
individual differences. 
Experiences must be adapted to the needs and 
capacities of individUal learners. The-classification 
of pupils according to t heir abilities or achieve-
ments - not necessarily according to intelligence 
ouotients, and certainly without any labeling of 
sections as "fast" or "slow", "bright" or "dull" -
is highly desirable as a partial solution of the 
problem of adaptation.3 
There should be careful guidance and adaptation to 
needs and capacities. There should be continuous growth 
lAn Experience Curriculum in English, p. 3. New York, 
National Council of Teachers of English, D. Appleton-
Century Company, 1935. 
2Ibid, p. 7. 
3fbid, p. 8. 
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and increasing maturity in situations presented, in the 
complexity and variety of tasks encountered. The course 
of study should provide a combination of intellectual 
problems and actual life experiences, of basic principles 
and mechanical skills; it should provide development of 
creative powers as well as presenting factual material; 
it should interrelate the various aspects of the Language 
Arts with each other and with the larger principle of 
communication in a democratic world. 
A curriculum in English is necessarily 
multifarious in content and complex in statement. 
Imperfections in its construction are inevitable 
and confusions in its interpretation are to be 
expected. The guiding idea for both builder and 
user is the conception of the curriculum as a body 
of guided experiences paralleling present and 
future out-of-school experiences.! 
(3) Fundamental to all activities in the program 
should be systematic developing of ability to use language 
in communication as an expression of democratic thinking 
and acting. Not drill but the actual use of methods and 
techniques should be the controlling motive. Growth in 
cooperation, participation, in consideration for others 
should be aided and encouraged. 
(4) The course of study should aid in the clarifi-
1~ Experience Curriculum in English, p. 9. New York, 
National Couneil of Teachers of English, n; ~ ppleton-
Century Company, 19~5. 
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cation of personal thinking. It should develop power to 
think logical thoughts; ability to distinguish false from 
true, good from bad; appreciation for the spiritual and 
the beautiful things of life. It should make the pupil 
more able to solve personal problems and more eware of 
ethical and social values. 
English is looked upon not as drill, not as in-
doctrination but as affording guided opportunity in ex-
pression, in the communication of ideas and experiences. 
The subject matter has changed from academic and bookish 
to social and human, from theoretical to practical, from 
ivory tower to the everyday. It has changed from a 
college-dominated curriculum involving unduly mature 
literary work to the use of modern problems in contemporary 
social settings to learn some aspect of reading, writing, 
speaking, or listening. No longer are abstruse literary 
models studied for class imitation; nor logical grammar 
studiously memorized; nor ponderous themes written for 
the wasteb~sket. There is no longer a striving for abso-
lute standards of perfection, but a rational attempt to 
teach pupils to live as worthwhile individuals and social 
beings in a democratic society. 
It is necessary to state at this point in our review 
of basic ideas in the teaching of English the current 
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thought and practice concerning the four specific areas of 
the Language Arts. The ensuing peges ill be concerned 
with strategic concepts involving the teaching of reading 
and ~iterature, of writing, of speaking, of listening. 
READING 
The English course of study provides suitable material 
in literature for appreciation, enrichment, and enjoyment 
but it also provides material that will develop ability 
to read. The importance of reading in promoting individual 
growth has become a metter of deep concern.l It is now 
commonly admitted that reading ability is a major factor 
in an individual's intellectual and social well being. 
The dynamic role of reading in modern life is appreciated; 
conseouently, there is now definite provision for teaching 
readingJ for concentration on various technical skills 
associated with reading. 
This program is usually referred to as developmental 
reading. It supplies training according to need. It 
recognizes the pupil's present reading ability end 
capacity to learn. It teaches basic skills required in 
1see Reading in the Big~ School and College. Chicago, 
National Society for the Stu y of Education, Forty-
Seventh Yearbook, 1948. 
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the process of reading, and the related skills necessary 
to read different types of printed materials. It proceeds 
to supply reading experiences to help students to under-
stand themselves better and to satisfy their personal 
needs. Practice materials are usuRlly drawn from con-
temporary sources, not from regular literature textbooks. 
I 
Great literature is not dissected to teach resding skills, 
and is usually inappropriAte for the specific task at 
hand. Stories from magazines; essays; scientific, factual, 
social articles are typical of materials used, with 
emphasis upon moderate length, human appeal, interest, and 
literary value. 
The reading program helps the s tudent become a more 
effective citizen and provides experiences that will result 
in more enjoyable and more profitable patterns of leisure 
reading. 
The developmental program is not static but dynamic, 
corrective not remedial. It approaches the problem of 
reading as a skill to be taught, as an ability to be 
acauired, as something definite and tangible to be gained. 
It understands the relation of reading to other forms of 
study and appreciates the nature of reading as R psy-
chological as well as a physical process. The English 
teacher is keenly aware of the factors in reading materials 
that cause difficulty, and of the human factors that 
contribute to physical and mental reading difficulties. 
The reading program provides abundant material of 
great interest at present level of ability, with the oon-
scious policy of developing specific reading abilities. 
It's constructive, inductive, and functional. The 
following skills and abilities which the English teacher 
strives to teach indicate the definite objectives and at 
















Ability to discover the main idea. 
Ability to read for discernment of details. 
Ability to pick out important words. 
Ability to adjust speed of reading to type 
of material being read. 
Ability to follow directions. 
Ability to organize and outline materials. 
Ability to visualize what is on the page. 
Ability to associate past experiences with 
present experiences. 
Ability to skim. 
Ability to use reference material. 
Ability to interpret tables, charts, diagrams. 
Ability to interpDet figures of speech. 
Ability to evaluate what is being read. 
Ability to anticipate and to draw conclusions. 
Ability to build vocabulary. 
The teacher starts with the student at his present 
level and carries the pupil forward to higher levels 
of confidence in harmony with capacity and increasing 
demands made upon him in reading. A good English 
lcourse of Study in English - Grades 9 - 12, pp. 41-43. 
Cincinnati Puolic Schools. Cincinnati: Boara-of Education, 
1946. 
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course of study will include concretely planned units that 
will promote reading growth, that will include some measure 
of extensive reading, that will give each student op-
portunity to read freely and widely putting into use 
skills developed. 
As the pupil matures, new reading problems arise for 
reading is not a simple isolated factor but is a form of 
thinking. It is a response of the whole personality, 
mental, physical, and emotional. Accordingly there will 
be constant growth and fluctuation but reeding will concern 
every pupil at every stage of his growth and development. 
It is an unbroken process though it will vary in amount and 
depth at various times and for different purposeg. 
LITERATURE 
The literature program in English stresses reading 
that is suited to high school pupils, worthy contemporary 
books alongside the more understandable of the classics, 
the best of the modern as well as the best of the old. 
There is a breaking away from rigid reading lists to more 
extensive free reading. There is greater contact with 
present day life, with American literature, with modern 
books. There is more genuine understanding of adolescents, 
with provision for pupils to read books appropriate to their 
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varying levels of maturity and interest. There is more 
guidance of individual reading with close attention to 
individual differences. There ere newer reading materials, 
an interest in occupational and vocational information, 
and a widened viewpoint that includes photoplays, tele-
vision, radio, the theater as genuine sources of reading 
and appreciation. Finally, there is deep aw~reness of the 
necessity to develop insight, discrimination, and a sense 
of standards.l 
A greater emphasis is placed upon American literature, 
its vitality, achievements, uniqueness, and interest. The 
inclusive reading of classics of English literature has 
given way to a more balanced program in which the riches of 
American literature re studied and enjoyed, and an 
appreciation of the pupil's own country and background is 
achieved. There is more contact with the life of our own 
times, with current trends and movements, more contact 
with central values of American culture, more direct 
concern with American ideals and American way of life. 
The viewpoint in teaching literature has broadened. 
The pupil is taught to interpret, to appreciate, and to 
lFor a challenging survey of current trends. See 
Introduction. Teaching Compoeition and Literature, Lucia 
B. Mirrielees. New York, Harcourt Brace and Company, 1943. 
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discriminate. He is guided to find true values in written 
expression, to respond to genuine emotional appeals, to 
weigh and choose between the sincere and the insincere. 
He is encouraged to read supplementary works carrying on 
the general theme of the cl~ss reading and to become a 
well-read person r a ther than an expert on one single work 
of literature. 
The old formula of literature is passing--the rigid 
program of As ~ ~ ~ in Gr~de 9, Merchant of Venice 
in Grade 10, Julius Caesar in Grade 11, and Macbeth in 
Grade 12 has gradually softened to allow ch~nges and 1m-
provements. There is now a more interpretative presenta-
tion of a larger area of literature which considers not 
only the book itself--its meaning and appeal--but its 
influence and effect. There is more breadth and scope. 
The curriculum recognizes literary oualities ~nd also 
powerful ideas and emotions. It brings forward form and 
content, personal value, social significance, ~nd aesthetic 
appeal. Literature is taught in terms of what it has to 
say to youth and to adults in this complexing modern world. 
No longer does a single track program reou1re every-
one regardless of ability to pursue the same narrow objec-
. . 
tives. The literature program tries to increase apprecia-
tion of fellow human beings, to broaden and deepen a sense 
of s~iritual values, and to have pupils conscious of the 
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upward march of man. There is little sympathy with precise 
textual criticism, historical minutiae, erudite emenda-
tions, grammatical peculiarities, or lengthy dissection. 
The meaning, the influence, the effect of the book itseif 
is the important thing, not what scholars and pedants think 
about it. 
The teaching of liter ture likewise involves the repe-
tition of worthwhile experiences in new situations with 
new literature. It involves order and seouence but not 
narrowness and rigidity. It involves a progression from 
simple reading to complex classics, from light verse to 
poetic masterpieces, from short story to long novels, from 
adolescent interests to mature ideals. 
SPEAKING 
More proportionate time is given to speaking in 
recognition of its prominence in the activities of every-
day life. People are more likely to be judged by their 
speech; conseouentiy, there is greater force upon correct 
and acceptable ways of speaking. A definite effort is 
made to help students to grow in ability to talk, to con-
verse, to carry on a discussion, to speak before a group, 
to develop an effective personality through command of 
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oral language.l 
The social purposes of speaking are understood more 
clearly. The purpose of speaking as an immediate and 
social means of communication is always in the foreground. 
A closer identification with actual experiences is accepted 
practice, and unrelated topics, artificial situations, and 
unnatural debates frowned upon. 
The previous emphasis of some years past of stressing 
written work to the practical exclusion of oral work does 
not widely exist. Oral work by virtue of its own right 
has taken its just place in the curriculum. As has been 
said before no one aspect of the Language Arts exists by 
itself. Oral discussion leads to writing; writing leads 
to oral discussion. The skills of one aspect are necessary 
in the proper understanding of another aspect. 
More time is given to developing the language abilities 
by which democracy works. Discussion, Individual and Group 
Conferences, Interviews, Panels, Committees, and Forums 
are used as examples, as means and methods of carrying on 
communication and the American way of life. These situa-
tions are used to develop speaking abilities and to train 
pupils to become active participants in group affairs in 
1see Part V "Communication" in An Experience Curri 
for a detailed discussion of the point of view exp_r_e_s_s_e~--~1 
here. New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 19~5. 
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adult life. The Speaking aspect of the Language Arts 
program trains students to work together as citizens, to 
learn respect for the opinions of Qthers, to appreciate 
the interdependence of men and peoples, to use the tools 
of democracy, to communicate ideas freely and clearly. It 
likewise strives to develop interest in speech as a way 
of progressing in civic and social life. It provides oppo 
tunities to discuss matters of personal and immediate 
interest. It teaches that principles of free communication 
are basic to the democratic way of life and that ability 
to express one's ideas in public is a cherished right end 
a fundamental necessity in the world today. 
Moreover, the speaking program is built upon personal 
and practical needs of pupils, to aid directly in activi-
ties in end out of school. The old standards of elocution, 
florid style, declamations, memorized purple patches are 
no longer adhered to. The English teacher desires a pupil 
to speak in a clear, low-pitched, pleasant, audible tone, 
with reasonable ease of manner and adequate voice and body 
control. The teacher wishes a pupil to speak in a manner 
that will win respect and friendship. The speaking program 
implies good diction and enunciation, and a natural sense 
of courtesy and good manners. It implies more than speaking 
before an audience. This skill is secondary to ability to 
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carry on sensible discussion with friends or ecouaintances, 
and to behave properly in social situations. 
The oral aspect of language, through definite proce-
dures and inspired by definite purposes, is a vital part 
of the English course of study. The basic skills being 
emphasized today will indicate the great importance of 
Speaking in our curriculum:l 
1. Ability to make reports. 
2. Ability to take part in group discuss! on. 
3. Ability to explain a process. 
4. Ability to share personal experiencAs. 
5. Ability to express opinions. 
6. Ability to d~fine e problem. 
7. Ability to give suggestions. 
a. Ability to persuade. 
9. Ability to share work on committees. 
10. Ability to conduct meetings. 
11. Ability to converse with others. 
12. Ability to make introductions. 
13. Ability to express oneself clearly. 
14. Ability to present material interestingly. 
15. Ability to accept differences of viewpoint. 
16. Ability to plan with others. 
WRITING 
riting is identified with the expressional activi-
ties of life both within school and in vqried situations 
of social communication.2 The social purposes of writing 
lsee Everydaz Speech, pp. XI-XVI, Harley Smith, Clara 
Krefting, E. E. Lewis, New York: American Book Company, 194 
2see "Basic Aims For English Instruction", Dora v. Smith 
English Journal, January, 1942. 
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are emphasized to contribute subject matter of practical 
and permanent value, but also to encourage and to motivate 
more strongly the actual written work. Simple social 
situations requiring written expression ere the basic 
framework for this aspect of English. By using matters of 
personal and normal interest a desire to write is created, 
and initiative and originality result. 
There is greater desire for vitality and thought in 
written expression. Whet is said is more important than 
the form. Formal correctness is not the supreme objective. 
Over-concern with mechanical details that frustr~te the 
emergence of thought is discouraged. There is more concen-
tration on the impulse to write, on attitudes that aid 
writing, on fundamental habits and skills. While grammat-
ical correctness is subordinate to thought, yet its essen-
tial contribution to this larger purpose of expression is 
recognized. At the same time it is kept in place as a 
means to an end and not permitted to become the sole reason 
for writing. 
Pupils see more clearly the purposes of each activity 
and are more conscious of reasons for writing. They under-
stand the actual situations in life that reouire written 
work, and become aware of specific skills necessary to 
achieve these known ends. A high degree of attention is 
paid to social and business letters because of their prac-
tical importance in everyday life. Correspondingly, other 
forms of writing bearing on social and individual interests 
and needs, and representative of a wide range of experiences 
and ideals are encouraged. The artificial models of written 
expression gle~ned from past centuries are left unmolested, 
and a modern standard of well-bred ease, conversational 
tone, friendliness, and good manners is held up for example 
and emulation. 
More responsibility for success rests upon the individ-
ual as the teacher endeavors to promote progress by numerous 
means of self criticism, by providing standards of comparison 
with others of his group. 
Written work is presented more economically with 
thorough correlation between mechanics, sentence structure, 
vocabulary, organization, punctuation, and the particular 
writing situation involved. Separate isolated drill upon 
fundamental skills, though necessary to achieve certain 
skills, is held to a minimum, and the necessary repetition 
and practice achieved in purposeful writing. Work in 
English composition divorced from actual writing in response 
to some apparent need is acknowledged to be futile. 
The importance of knowing and maintaining sound lan-
guage habits is made an explicit fundamental. The putting 
of ideas into words, and the words into logical units of 
thought is basic in all aspects of the Language Arts program 
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but here its necessity is strongly emphasized. The precise, 
exact, effective use of words and sentences to express 
clearly and intelligently thoughts and emotions is a 
continuing effort throughout the secondary school years. 
Pupils are taught to deal thoughtfully with words and with 
ideas, to know true meanings behind verbal symbols, to know 
and appreciate emotional connotations of words. Pupils are 
encouraged to use language simply, naturally, and easily, 
and to carry on social, personal, or business affairs 
courteously and effectively. 
LISTENING 
Today there is new emphasis upon an old activity.l 
The English teacher recognizes responsibility for training 
in the art of listening. People are continually subjected 
to a never-ending barrage of words. A great assault upon 
the mind through the ears is going on. Considering the 
modern scene, it is important for pupil and adult to 
become purposeful, appreciative, end critical listeners, to 
develop habits of clear thinking to counteract the endless 
flow of specious news, gossip, and innuendo. 
lsee Skill in Listening, A. P. Sterner, New York, 
National Council of Teachers of English, n; ~pleton­
Century Company, 1944. 
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The ability to think clearly while listening, to 
attack verbal problems intelligently, to evaluate critically 
what has been seen or heard, to distinguish fact from 
rumor, to recognize insincere emotional appeals are all 
basic skills of listening. One might say that if all other 
aspects were to be curtailed, the aspect of listening 
might well be the last to be abbreviated. 
The English curriculum tries to este_blisb fundamental 
habits and attitudes in relation to listening. These 
abilities and attitudes can be summarized briefly as follows 
1. The ability to listen effectively: being able 
to recalr-whet has been said, being able to 
follow the trend of thought, being able to 
anticipate conclusions, being able to 
acauire information, being able to reserve 
judgment. 
2. The ability to listen with comprehension: being 
able to understand major and minor points, 
being able to discriminate, being able to 
follow directions, being able to understand 
ideas presented, being able to remember con. 
elusions, being able to distinguish fact 
from opinion. 
The abilit~ to listen with attention: having 
--- ear an mind trainea-to receive, remaining 
silent until discourse is finished, under-
standing what the object of the talk is, 
knowing what in particular to listen for. 
4. The ability to listen ~ enjoyment: being 
able to appreciate beauty of music, rhythm 
of poetry, figurative expressions; being able 
to enjoy genuine emotional appeals; being 
able to respond to drama, literature, or 
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radio according to true values; being sen-
sitive to pronunciation, tonal oualities, 
and inflection. 
5. The ability to listen in order to participate: 
being able to answer end take part in 
- discussions, being ~ble to retain and 
impart information, being able to perceive 
relationships to problems at hend, being 
able to offer own opinions or viewpoint. 
FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS 
The fundamental processes underlying reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening are basic to successful communi-
cation. Punctuation, spelling, vocabulary drill, organi-
zation, dictionary work, library skills, sentence structure, 
grammar are vitally necessary and obviously essential. 
They are, however, fundamental skills; they are means to 
an end; they are tools and methods by ~hich one succeeds in 
using language successfully.. They should not become ends 
in themselves. The ability to organize or to outline is 
barren knowledge if this ability is not used in actual 
personal writing or ~peaking. The ability to recognize a 
past participle is futile if the ability is not used to 
improve conversation or to correct a written error. The 
ability to construct words by using roots or prefixes is a 
waste of time if the training does not result in a wider 
and more mature vocabulary. The fundamental skills are 
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foundation stones on which one builds competence in writing, 
in speaking, in reading, in listening. 
One vexing question still raises its head. The teach 
of grammar has been the subject of debate and argumentation. 
There seems to be wide agreement at the present time on 
certain principles.l Grammar as a separate subject and 
division of English has yielded to the teaching of essential 
facts of grammar in relation to aotual expression of ideas. 
There has been a persistent trend away from the learning 
of paradigms or conjugations, away from analyzing isolated 
sentences, away from logical tabulations of p~rts of speech, 
away from labeling, classifying, or defining in grammar. 
The study of gra~r as a science hRs now given way to 
understanding our language as a medium of communication. 
Not formal grammar but good usage has become the 
guiding principle. The formation of habits is desired not 
parroting of rules; the application of skills in personal 
and social situations is the objective. The emphasis is 
upon application to something being done by the pupil, upon 
clear expression of ideas not upon memorization of 
grammatical theory. There is stronger motivation by constan 
1For a scientific treatment of the place of grammar in 
our schools see: American English Grammar, C. Q.Fries, 
New York, National Council of'Teachers of English, n; · ~ple­




1 relation to actual language situations. The stress is upon 
sentence sense and sentence structure; the power to express 
ideas is more important than ability to classify sentences. 
Much less formal grammar is being taught. Nomenclature 
has been sharply curtailed and abstruse points no longer 
cramned down unwilling throats. The growing awareness that 
there is little necessary correlation between gr-ammar and 
actual usage has contributed to the decline of' scientific 
grammar. Today pupils learn how grammar !'unctions in modern 
speech and writing. The making of' good sentences becomes 
the purpose of' grammar. 
As there is less talk of' declensions, conjugations, 
and moods, there is more talk about English language, its 
history, development, and influence. There is greater 
understanding of' points of' debatable usage and more acquaint-
ance with particular areas of' difficulty, less drill on 
non-essentials and more ample exposition of' specific essen-
tials. Grammar is becoming what it was intended to be, a 
necessary adjunct to good use of' the English language. 
It is fitting to close this review of' current thought 
and practice in the teaching of English with a quotation 
fran the recent pamphlet, Comnunication No. 7l of the 
Commission on the English Curriculum set up by the National 
lNational Council of' Teachers o:f' English, 211 West 68th 
St. , Chic a o_ 2l __ Il::;,;l=i=n~o=i=s=·==-======,.-
Council of Teachera of English. 
The commission on the English Curriculum of 
the National Council of Teachers of English is com-
mitted to the proposition that instruction in the 
language arts (reading and literature, writing, speak-
ing, and listening) finds its chief justification in 
the contribution which it makes to the ell-round educa-
tion of children, young p·eople, a.nd adults. For this 
reason the Co~ssion defines the objectives of English 
instruction in terms of the major purposes of education; 
namely, (1) the cultivation of wholesome personal 
living, (2) the development of social sensitivity and 
effective participation in group life, and (~) prepa-
ration for vocational competence. The Commission 
believes that English instruction can make a unique 
contribution to these general aims and should be di-
rected toward these ends. 
The analysis which follows is an attempt to 
break down these three major purposes into their con-
stituent elements. This outline should assist teachers 
of English in viewing their work in terms of the over-
all purposes of American education. For the national 
curriculum study the analysis indicates the kinds of 
experiences which the Curriculum Commission will 
attempt to describe in its final report, as they have 
proved successful in American schools. 
Outline of Desirable Outcomes and 
EXperiences !!l the Language Arts 
1. Mental and Emotional Stability. 
2. Dynamic and Worthwhile Allegiances through Height-
ened Moral Perception and a Personal Sense of 
Values. 
3. Growing Intellectual Capacities and Curiosity. 
4. Increasingly Effective Use of Language for Daily 
Communication. 
5. Habitual and Intelligent Use of Mass Modes of 
Communication. 
6. Growing Personal Interests and Enjoyment. 
7. Effective Habits of Work. 
8. Social Sensitivity and Effective Participation in 
the Group Life. 




E SSENTIAL PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE COURSE OF 
STUDY IN ENGLISH DESIGNED FOR A TRADE HIGH SCHOOL 
=== ----
~e broad expression or fundamental general principles 
in construction of an English course of study, as given in 
the previous chapter, needs to be supplemented by more con-
crete specific suggestions for teaching of English in and 
construction of a course of study appropriate to a particul~ 
type of school; in this case a trade high school. Indeed 
the suggestions and ideas to be presented are not to be con-
sidered peculiar to a trade highschool. They could very 
well appertain to any similar type of school whether named 
vocational, cooperative, practical, manual, or technical. 
The views and ideals expressed have centrally in focus the 
type of school where there are two main divisions of interest 
--the academic and the vocational, wherein a large portion 
of the school tina is directly concerned with teaching the 
fundamental skills of a particular trade or ensuring basic 
vocational efficiency in broad abilities and attitudes of 
general, mechanical, or technical pursuits. In such schools 
where academic and vocational subjects maintain an uneasy 
equilibrium, there can be seen need for a special point of 
view regarding the course of study in English. 
This point of view, it may be stated, does not believe 
that the problems involved or the pupils concerned are so 
completely alien to other school problems or to other pupils 
that a radically different course of study in English must 
be constructed, usually with the intent ion of di SElllboweling 
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the norma.J. English curriculum and giving only bare mecbanica~ 
skills to the trade pupil, and these heavily weighted with 
so-called vocational terms. It is considered belief here 
that there should be no distinction in aims or in the basic 
philosophy underlying the course of study.1 There should 
be no distinction in the various aspects c£ tm Language 
Arts offered, and no distinction in the fullness and rich-
ness o:r the material taught. 
The main di:f:ference will come in the matter o:r approach 
1 
to tre di:f:ficulties encountered in a special type o:r school, 
in the manner o:r teaching, in the methods ani techniques 
used, in the solution o:r problems peculiar to a trade high 
school, and, perhaps, in the height or depth of success 
obtained or required. 
The point o:r view expressed is opposed to such 
:fragmentation o:r the English course of study that is typ-
ified by subjects labeled English tor Carpenters, Printers• 
Eng1ish, Vocational English, EngliSh !£! Mechanics, etc. 
EngliSh is a basic subject and adequate teaching of funda-
mental skills will provide necessary groundwork for language 
competence for any trade. Special needs, usually illusory, 
lFor a kindred point of view consult: The Emerging 
CUrriculum in English in the Secondary School, Washirg ton, 
D. c.: National AssociatiOilof Secoiliary sChool Principals, 
1946. 
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c~n be provided for within the nor.mal scope of English. 
There is present in these so-called Related English courses 
the grave danger of neglecting or ignoring fUndamental aims 
of English. The fP irit, aims and outcomes in teaching 
English have been enumerated at length in a previous chapter. 
The entire purpose of English is completely negated by petty 
interpretation of English as an ad~ct to a particular 
mechanical skill. 
In a trade high school the emphasis should be upon the 
four areas of the Language Arts program--reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening. English work should not be con-
fined to one or two areas, but proportionate time should 
be spent on all our. A working arrangement might have one 
third of the time devoted to writing, one third to reading, 
one third to speaking and listening as these two aspects 
are complementary and closely allied. There should be 
considerable overlapping and definite integration of all 
four aspects. If any aspect is to receive preference, it 
should be that of speaking, in recognition of its importance 
and its primary value to trade high school students. 
A corresponding emphasis should be placed on teaching 
English for use, on actually using the skill taught, on 
incorporating what has been acquired in meaningful exercises 
and situations. It means less drill upon isolated sentences, 
less mechanics by themselves, and more expression in talks, 
in letters, in reading, in using English in normal social 
undertakings. 
In a trade high school tmre should be sequential day-
by-day teaching of specific skills. There should be direct 
teaching of fUndamental abilities--accuracy of spelling, 
use of dictionary, library procedure, ability to outline, 
ability to organize, sentence structure, punctuation, 
grammar usage. These skills should be taught not as an end 
but as means to an end, as means to effective communication, 
to develop clarity and precision in expressing ideas. These 
fundamental skills should be used and applied in the larger 
areas of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Real 
life situations, units, centers of interest, learning 
experiences should be designed to apply the fundamental 
skills and to teach the higher skills and abilities involved 
in the four large aspects of English. 
To say that trade students need more stimulation, more 
guidance, more practice, more enric~nt than academic 
pupils is to recognize needs and deficiencies. As they 
generally oome from lower economic levels, trey have less 
opportunity to learn scholarly habits and attitudes. Such 
opportunities must be provided by the school and by the 
course of study. Trade pupils need abundant materials to 
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counteract the enervating effect of poor environment and to 
supply necessary experiences thet will ensure well-rounded 
development of an effective personality. They need definit~ 
conscious training in all areas of English; they need, 
beyond other pupils, a constructive, continuing, cumulative 
program that will guide, direct, and encourage them to 
progress forward. 
As these students tend to have intelligence Quotients 
clustering around.9~, and are usually educationally handi-
capped because of poor study habits and defects in earlier 
training, it is necessary to insist that a great variety of 
instructional materials be available. The concentration 
span of such pupils, even under best circumstances, is not 
much beyond fifteen minutes. The teacher should make pro-
vision in methods to allow for these conditions. It has 
been said that these pupils start late, take longer, and 
arrive at a lower level. 
Concurrent with teaching of skills and attitudes in 
use of language must go training in effective habits of 
work. The ability to plan, continue, and carry out assign-
menta, to organize material, to locate references, and to 
secure facts through observation and reading must be 
considered part of the English curriculum. The uses of 
dictionaries and textbooks es key sources of information are 
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to be established. The habits of proofreading, legible 
handwriting, good manuscript form, neetness, accuracy are to 
be striven for. 
As there is usually a lack of abstract power in the 
industrial group of pupils, the approach to teaching should 
encompass the use of all possible audio-visual Aids to 
build up adequate imagery of wh~t is being studied, to 
arouse interest, and to ensure more thorough understanding 
and concentration. Any visual eids that will answer 
questions, create interest, help solve problems, clarify 
understandings, and make learning experiences as effective 
as possible should be used. 
Class discussions should lead to actual usage. A 
consideration of personal problems in speaking, readiLg, 
writing, and listening is the springboard for expression. 
Problems of individual and social development common to all 
youth will make the English course worthwhile. Pupils need 
to satisfy personal wants through conversation, discussion, 
literature, and reading. Their life needs should be the 
functional centers of teaching--centers revolving around 
pupil interests, experiences, and needs in order to bridge 
the gap between schoolroom and reality by showing class 
activities as dealing with habits and skills necessary and 
vital in reel life. These centers or units are to provide 
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growth in skills, in comprehension, and appreciation. 
Recognition that students in a trade or vocational 
School labor under many difficulties in pursuing their high 
school career leads to certain definite principles of class-
room teaching.l 
1. There should be sufficient practice to eliminate 
gross oral and written errors without per-
mitting English to be isolated from actual 
use in normal interesting situations. 
2. Work should be presented that is of appropriate 
difficulty offering good opportunity to 
succeed; not too difficult of achievement, 
yet offering a challenge. The real possi-
bility of success in the assignment or 
undertaking should be apparent. 
3. The widespread verbal weakness of vocational 
students leads to obvious necessity of 
presenting lessons with simplicity of 
language, using a vocabulary burden e.t the 
pupil's level. 
4. Work offered must begin at the general level of 
the class and proceed from that basis. Pre-
conceived standards of class proficiency 
must give way to recognition of actual level 
of the group. 
5. There should be definite recognition of progress. 
More than other students, Trade pupils need 
stimulation and encouragement that comes 
with public and personal awareness of success. 
lThe principles presented here are a personal adaptati 
of basic principles suggested by The Values of Unit Organi-
zation, Roy 0. Billett. Fifteen~earbook;-Eastern 
Commercial Teachers Association, 1942. pp. 24-26. 
6. There should be rotation of work involving 
frequent changes of pace, changes of specific 
subject matter, changes of methods. This 
rotation should be controlled and should 
operate within orderly arrangement. 
7. Guidance and direction, explicit and implicit, 
is a major factor in all work. Clearness 
of directions, simplicity of language, 
frequency of instruction are to be striven 
for. Specific directions are to be allied 
with specific objectives and motivation. 
a. The general level of attainment should not lead 
the teacher to forget that there is always 
wide variance in pupil ability, that in a 
trade school there are pupils comparable to 
the best in other schools. A flexibility of 
approach should be maintained to take care 
of the superior, the normal, and the 5low-
moving. 
9. There should be freauent, brief, informal confer-
ences between teacher and pupil. 
10. There should be balance between individualization 
and socialization. Cooperation and stim-
ulus of the group is vital for the pupil 
considered; however, the need to spur in-
dividual expression is also vital when one 
considers that the vocational pupil tends 
to be reserved and monosyllabic. 
11. Some provision must be made for corrective 
remedial work in the Language Arts program 
that cannot be attained in the regular class-
room. Practice in perfecting basic skills 
must be afforded to the pupils who cannot 
profit by ordinary classroom methods. 
12. Frequent opportunities for brief oral and written 
expression are to be given. The writing of 
rough drafts in class should be countenanced. 
The writing of short paragraphs, not long 
compositions, is a sensible mode of procedure 
considering the limitations of the pupils. 
The principles enumerated above are basic guideposts 
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in a survey of problems of teaching English in or of con-
structing an adequate English course of study for a trade 
high school. To return specifically to subject matter 
itself some important points should be brought forth. 
The literature used should be within the silent reading 
comprehension of the pupils. It is illogical to use texts 
that pupils cannot understand and cannot enjoy.l Literature 
should be of highest quality but it must be readable. Trade 
pupils require interpretation of zmaning and purpose, need 
guided discussion, need help ofthe teacher and of a well-
edited text. At times some portions of the literature need 
to be presented orally by the teacher in order to give 
adequate emotional and intellectual understanding. 
Minor writers, Anglo-Saxon Poets, literary outlines, 
chronological surveys are not for trade high or other 
comparable schools. It is difficult enough to concentrate 
on writers ·or accepted literary standing without becoming 
mired in historical details. Nothing far removed from 
normal interests is the keynote. Books of contemporary 
value, books of permanent significance, books that enrich 
and color youthful lives are to be sought. Little emphasis 
1 For a comprehensive treatment of the question of the 
slow reader see Di~nostic and Remedial Teachi~ in Second-






should be placed on minute knowledge and biographical de-
tails, but great emphasis upon ideas and ideals expressed 
in literature itself. 
Pupils should not only experience values of true lit-
erature but should be trained to enjoy the radio, the tele-
vision, the drama, the press. They, as future citizens, 
should be intelligently aware of the powerful influence of 
mass modes of communication and be able to make rational 
use of them knowing and understanding contemporary faults 
and virtues. Good habits in using the press, radio, theater, 
and movies for enjoyment and information are to be a con-
tinuing object of instruction in the English class. The 
evil and danger of propaganda, prejudice, bias in t h ese 
media are to be explored and exposed. 
Perhaps of all impelling problems of the trade high 
School the greatest is the need of abundant interesting 
books on the level of reading ability and on the level of 
psychological growth. The need of encouraging wide reading 
is paramount. A recognition of individual rate and level 
of reading is to be sought. The immediate personal enjoy-
ment of books is to be encouraged. The understanding of 
literature as a human document related to personal ideals 
is to be freely, informally, and deeply experienced. 
A corresponding and corollary need is the instituting 
and maintainin of a devel tal readi m. The 
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importance and value of the program has been explained at 
length in the previous chapter. Its value in the regular 
high school is beyond serious question; its value in the 
vocational school is so overwhelming that a real struggle 
may come in keeping the technical reading program from 
interfering with the literature program. 
As life makes far greater demands for ability in 
speaking and as trade pupils will not pursue bookish careers, 
the need for developing ease and fluency in oral communica-
tion is to be emphasized. A continuous program of function-
al speaking recognizing that language is a means of communi-
cation and that oral ~scourse is the most freauent medium 
should be maintained. 
A word needs to be said about grammar in a trade high 
School. The primary emphasis in study of the English 
language is not to absorb fActs but to learn to express 
thoughts and emotions. Grammar is considered secondary 
to the understanding of meanings and the expression of pre-
cise ideas. It is used to aid in development and organiza-
tion of thought. Clearness of expression is more important 
than knowledge of rules. Bad habits are to be eradicated en 
good habits substituted. Technical nomenclature should be 
minimized and grammatical concepts taught at the level at 
which pupils can understand. Practical situations for 
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application should take precedence over analytical study. 
Positive and creative approach should vitalize teaching of 
grammar. A great deal of vocabulary study, spelling drill, 
sentence structure, punctuation work should supplement and 
even to same extent replace grammar. 
In this connection the integration of all aspects of 
the Language Arts toward the furthering of communication of 
ideas, and toward development of effective personality 
should be an underlying motivating force guiding the English 
teacher in a trade high school. In a trade or vocational 
school the opportunities for cultural learning are closely 
confined to the academic classroom and confined primarily 
within the English classroom. It behooves the English 
instructor to make maximum use of his subject. Otherwise 
the pupil will not gain fUndamental ideas, capacities, and 
ideals for which the secondary school exists. 
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CHAPTER IV 
COURSE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH FCR A 
TRADE HIGH SCHOOL 
The attached course of study is necessarily brief, 
giving in outline form the fundamental principles and dis-
tinctive features of a program in English for a certain 
type of high school. It indicates the major purposes, aims, 
attitudes, and ideals which should underly a course of 
study in English for a trade tiigh school. It points out 
basic objectives and general methods. 
The course of study presented here is not offered as 
a final statement, nor should it be considered completely 
satisfactory. It should be considered as an approach to a 
problem, as a flexible pattern for use and not as a rigi~ 
formula for strict observance. 
It should likewise be recognized that this course of 
study is primarily a broad foundation on which the English 
teacher may build. The vital lessons, units, assignments, 
the day by day work, the instructional plans of operation 
to make the program e~fective rest in the hands of the 
classroom teacher. No course of study cen completely show 
. 
every step; it can only lay down the objectives to be 
accomplished and suggest methods of obtaining worthwhile 
results. 
COill!l SSION 0'11 TH ~GLI SH CU •l RICULUil 
'llotionol Council or Teochera or Engllah 
Communicotion Ho. 7 
. ~ OUTLINE Q! Ir:SlllA!ILE: ~! COil~S ~ UrEiliEJiCES 
!! TIIF. ~AGE ~ 
1 NT I' OI UCTI ON 
The Coam·iaelon on the l!:ngliah Curricullllll of the ll•tion•l Council of 
T~ocherl of Enl'l18t' 11 COIIIIIIitt•d to the proposition thot inatruetion in the 
l•nFu•ge •rta (re8 ding on~ literature, wr itlnr, apeoklng, •nd liatenin~) 
rind• ita chief jua t 1fieotion in t he contribution which lt mokeo to the 
oll-round edueotlon or cr.lldren, JOunp people, one •dulta. For thia re•aon 
the Conniao1on oefineo tt·e objectives of l!:nglish inatruct1on in t~l'lll or the 
mojor purpoaea or educot1on: n•mely, (l) the cultlvotlon of ~oleao~e per-
aonol living, (2) t he cevelopment of oociol oenaitiYlty •nd effec t ive portici-
potion 1n group life, one (~) preporotion for vocotionol competence. The 
Commlaoion believeo thot Englioh inotructlon c•n moke o ur.ioue contribution 
to theoe gene r al oimo ond should be directed toword theoe enco. 
The on•lyoia ••hich rollowo ia •n ottempt to breok oo"'' thHe three 
11111jor purpo•~• into their conotitu .. nt elemer.to. (Thia outline hoo been 
•bridged for preaentotion on this c ho r t.) 
I. ~ ~ ~~ STAEILITY. 
Englioh ond Speech clooaeo (by t h emorlv e o or 1n lnteprotlon with the 
totol ochool progr••l ohould help otudenta to Frow ln eff~ctlve pe~sor•llty 
tnd aociol odjuatment thro~h conalaer•tlon of their own pro~lems ln speech, 
wrlt1ng, or other octivitlea. 
Tney ohould aotiafy the atudenta' need for voried emotlonol experi-
ence through convers•tion ond oiocuoalon, throuah lnformfttlve •nd 1mftgin•-
t1Ya writing booed upon their own experiences •r u thea .. or others. 
They should FiVe the studert refreahmert of mlr.d •nd s pirit t~~OUFh 
oppreciot1on 01 oeothet1c volu ca ln or e peraon•l enjoyment or llt~roture, 
rodio, motion picture, dr•m•tlco, or 1~•F1notive wrltlng. 
ll. rn.UIIC A~! '0'l'l'H..,HlLE A LL !:.r.IA~Cl:.S THROU0\1 HEIOH'rE~!oX llORA L P ERCHTIOli 
Alil ~ FERSOIIAJ.. ~ £E ~· --- --
Through literature young people ~ve • c ceao to the apirit~l experi-
ence or the roce. The achoolo h•ve • unloue opportunity to present liter4ture 
in ouch o woy •• to develop • peraonol eenae of voluea ond to pro~ote dynamic 
and worthwhile ollegionceo to i deas •nc ideolo, to f r lenoa, home, church, ond 
community, and to the principles of democr•cy 1n the United St•t e o ond through-
out tbP world. 
III. ~ INTE.LL!:.CTUAL CAFACI TU.S Al'l. CUHIOSITY. 
The Longuoge Arto ahould •xt~nd t he 1ntP-reato or voun~ ~eople through 
guiding voluntary reading, 11atening to t he r•dio. promoting attendance at 
worthwhile filmo, ana providing opportunity to d1scuaa m•ttero or peraorol, 
locol, AOt1on•1, ond world 1ntereot. 
Abilit7 to think clearly and to ottock problema 1ntelli~~ntly io im-
perotiwe lf a t udenta •re to corr~ on effectively life 1n o d emocrocy. 
IV. INCREASINGLY EFf-ECTIVE~ LANGU,O l:: ~E.£!::! COIIJronC,TIOJI. 
Communication io o two-woy proc~ae, 1rvolvlnF soc1ol ond poyc~ olo~1cal 
edjuat~enta •a well •• eff~ct1ve uoe or lonvu•F•· Hence, it 1o importont t h• t 
the akllla or commun1c•tion be tour~t 1n a1tuat1ono which involve sue r odjuat-
~ento ono not in iaol•t1or. 
Among the moot uoed akllll •re • t 1l1ty to perouode, to explain cleorly, 
to meke reporto, to plon ln ~roupa, to defend a point or vlew, to en£•Fe in 
group diacuooion; to ehore pereonol ex~rriarceo 1nte~estlngly ln converaot1on 
or peraonol lettero, •nd to uae wlth eaoe tho l•r.£uoga or gueat-hoat relltion-
ohipo; to cor.duct meeting•, to mal<e onr. ounce~nenta, to interYlew othera, ono to 
carry on tuaineao t ranooct1ona effectively ono courteouoly 1n race-to-race 
contocto ond by moll. 
. ''. 
V. HAPITUA L ~ IfT!:. lLIGl:.NT ~OF'~ MOl l:.~ OF COIIMU~ICATlO~ 
Jlewapapero •no mog•z1neo, ~•dio •n d televioion, theatre •n o film, 
public roM.I.IIIo one J'Ubl1c apeech eo exert • powerful influence upon modern 
lire. Young people ,rowing up 1n t h e modern world should unde - etor.d t " e 
no t ure, power, and con trol of these •gencieo. 
They s hould gain the neceoaory akllla in r eodlng, w rl c ln~. opeoking, 
or,o llaten1ng for using !Usa mod es or coiiiiiiUilicotion ode~Witely. 
VI. G ~O'' lNG r~RSONAL III T!:.ll:.STS ~ l:.~JOYII!:.NT. 
The L•nguoge Arts hove • rf'oponaltlll ty f o r 1rcre•s1rg the r•npe •nd 
perolatence or t he otudent'o int r resta one' ror oh•rper1ng hie oboervat1or. 
ond oulckenlng h1a perceptions th rough llteroture on d 1~•g1not1ve wr1t1ng. 
They a hould at1mulate more rrulttul uae of lolaurP throug~ ir.creoa1ne 
copoc1ty ror enjoyment or the porticipstion 1n au o.h culturol orrerir.p;a • • 
the theoter, the motion picture, r od1o ond television, b ooks •nc ~goz1 n eo, 
dremot1ca ond olscuaaion ciuba, ord journ•llottc •ctivit1ea. 
The pupil should d evelop cor.actoua cr1t'lri• ty wh1cr ~ .. deter:nlneo 
t he wo~th of wh•t h e re•da, eeea, or heara, tot~ qs qrt products ~nd AI 
aociol commento~y. 
VII. EFF~CTIVE HA~ITS OF •o~ Y. 
T~e L•nau•~e Arta contr ibute to hot1ta or work wh lch or• t ~ e common 
concern of •11 ; ubjecto of otuoy . St udents stoul c leorr ~ow t o loco te •nd 
aelcet m8ter1al for~ purpose, ~ ow to uae reference aourcea g~d 11br~rtea, 
how to secure cota throuF'• otoervot1oc ond lnterv1ew, or from o ther community 
reaourees. 
In oll m•ttera of co:nmuntcotlon, th ey ahould •aoume reoponaiblllty 
for lerlble hocdwrltlng, eppropr1ote manuoeript form, for proor-reoding wh•t 
they hove ~rl t ten, ond for uoe or oourcea of reference concerning opell1ng, 
punctuation, eap1tallzotlon, end grommatic•l uaoge. 
Students s hoUl d leorn how to work in committee• or in omoll groupa, 
def1c1ng t heir ~roblem, ~iving ond securing suggeationo, aelectlng •nd com-
bining lee•• in t o • plon or work, aaaigning duties ond ahor1ng reaponaibillt1eo 
ond evoluot1ng t he outcomeo of the group work. 
VIII. ~ S.EliSITIVl TY ~ ~rFECTI V&. PHTICIPATlOI' ~ ~ !::!.!:!· 
Through reeding and 11teroture, imor1nat1ve •ri t 1nr, group experi-
ence, listening, end d1ocuaa1on, the L•ngu•Fe Arto a~ould F1Ve a tud ento on 
unde r otond1ng of humon nature ond or th~ roots or human he~•vlor. They s hould 
make cle•r to students the errect or l•nguo~e upon hum•n ralot1ono. 
They should develop throu~h Froup work, th• te•c' inp; of 1nfo~l 
group d lacusaion, ond p•rli8•ent•ry proct1ce, th e akilla or por t ieipot1on ln 
the group life. 
IX. ~ !_! ~ ALLEOJAIICE TO~~~ 2!_ ~ DEilOCRATIC ~· 
Studecta ahoulc dewelop • raith in ond alle~ionce to ouch b•oic 
YllUel of democrocy aa recognition or the 1nte!r1ty or hu.on peroODolity ond 
the worth or the 1ndlwiduol. They ahould become eonacloua thro~h concrete 
presentot1on in reading, writing, opeok1~g, •nd lioten1n8 or the conditione 
or Froup life cor,aiatent with reapect ror 1ndiYiduol human worth and or the 
extent to which ouch conditione exiat in the Unite~ Stotea •nd the world today. 
X. ~~ EFFICI El:CY. 
Young people ohould ~o1n increased knowledfe or the YOC.tionol oppor-
tunitlea oper. to them through the reeding or biography, throU8h writing ond 
t•lking obout the Yocot1onol world, ond through rodio, film, on~ platro,.. 
preaentotiooa or ty~ea or work on a eucceaotul workera. 
._ 
WRIT! NG 
UNITS, ACTIVITIES, CENTERS Q! INTEREST, AND LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
~i 
I. SOCIAL LETTERS 
Writing informal notes, requests, invitations. 
Writing letters to relations, friends, elders. 
Using simple sincere phrases, clear thought. 
Developing friendly tone, conversational approach. 
Putting on paper interesting opinions, information, and ideas. 
II. BUSINESS LETTERS 
Composing brief requests for technical information. 
Learning use of catalogue details in business letters. 
Enumerating articles, amounts, kinds according to plan. 
Insisting upon exactness, conciseness, accuracy. 
Practicing accepted standard form in business corresoondence. 
III. ~FORMS 
Studying various types of applications, jobsheets, receipts, 
income tax forms, insurance, etc. 
Stressing need of care, accuracy, close reading. 
Developing ability to read and follow printed directions. 
Filling out sample forms, inserting necessary facts. 
Compiling personal data essential for all forms. 
GMDE i 
IV. NOTICES, ANNOUNCEMENTS, STATEMENTS 
Compe~a·1ng brief statements of events and haf.lpenings. 
Listing standard rules, regulations, methods of procedure. 
\l'ri t1ng notices for bulletins, papers, assembly programs. 
Making lists according to time, place, importance. 
Using who, what, where, when, bow in notices. 
V. RECORDS AND REPORTS 
Arranging facts according to a definite plan. 
Writing complete recorda of Jobs, tasmoerformed, experiments 
finished. 
Selecting important data for statement of conclusions. 
~aking use of scientific order: statement, analysis, evidence. 
Presenting clearly, briefly, accurately major pointe and minor 
details. 
VI. PERSONAL EXPRESSION 
Writing personal experiences in short one-page composition. . 
Concentrating on short paragraphs expressing ideas clearl y and 
forcefully. 
Using specific details, concrete words. 
Describing people by gestures, traits, qualities. 
Making observations of life 1n school, neighborhood, community , 
FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS 
ORGANIZATION 
Knowing simple outline and 
orderly procedure 
Stating aim and purpose in 
writing 
Striving for a good begin-
ning, good middle, and 
good ending, 






Using simple guide words: 
first-second, now-then, 
today- tomorrow 
Writing topic sentence as 
key to oaragraoh 
VOCABULARY STUDY 









Recognizing meaning of 
warda used in forme: 
residence, occupatio 
income, race, nation-
ality . etc. 
Study1n~ specific mean 
1ng of many common 
ex pre salons 
Learning synonyms for 
over worked warda 
SPELLING 
Spelling correctly 
words in common use 
in English act1vit1e 
Watching contractions 










tences by subeti tu· 
ting definite idea' 









Stressing end punctuation 
after sentences 
Using period after abbre-
viations 
Using commas to separate 
series, to separate 
quotation from he said, 
to prevent confusion 
Eliminating the commer-
cial signs -- & ·· 
Using aoostrophe to mark 
possession, to snow 
contractions, to indi-
cate certain plurals 





correct use of orincipal 
parts of oammog verbs 
such as: break, choose, 
speak, begin 
agreement of subject and 
verb when subject is 
after verb 
agreement of subject and 
verb when subject le 
ccmoound 
correct use of oersonal 
pronouns after prepos-
itions 
correct use of personal 
pronouns when used as 
compound object 
Ellminatlng: 
Have went, aint, couldn't 
never, Qeen for Qaw, 
learn for teach , the t 
t~ere, John and me , 
1~ for are, them for 
tho a e. 
DICTIONARY 
Locating word by means 
guide letters 
Understanding informatl 
following the word 
Selecting correct defi · 
ni tion by noting con· 
text in which word i 
used 
Understanding abbrevia 
tion in use in dicti 
ary 
Looking for and using 
synonyms 
SPEAKING AND LIST~ING 
,. 
QNI'i'S, AC7:VI7Id, CE;,T.::::=t:l OF ll::!.TER:O:ST, AND LEA&''HNG EXPERIENCE 
Gru\~ 2 
I . sc:.:IAL COtN£RSi.TION5 
Le~rn:n~ to talk easily nnd i~t~ restlndlY in smell i r GUD9. 
K::.owln,s stmcle etinuette of intr oducti,ns . 
Usln~ telen~one in ~ustness and soc:al situations . 
Sueakin,s nol i tely , wi tll ,socd mane1ers e.n:l. courtesy. 
Av~ldin5 trite exnres ' lonq; buildini correct snePch n&bits. 
II. Ii~:':..RVI-7: ',,' :3 ~~:D C2NF::Rt.:N:~ 
Acnlyin~ fo r oosl t lons o~ e~ol~yment , nart-t ime jobs. 
Talkin~ "'ith elders , ueonle in ~utnor1ty. 
3ehavin~ orooerly b-fo r e s:ran~ers and emoloyers. 
Consider~n~ t one of voice, i""d man~e rs, dress, posture . 
AnAlyzing orooer ~c thod and orocedure in interviews. 
II I. DJSCCSJICWS 
EncoUNJ ?l n,_ t:.e qny ~r timid t o excress themselves. 
3ne'lkinc; o"'l1ntons oriefly , c::>:n :Jletely, courteou sly. 
Co~du~tln ~ onese lf w~to res traint in ar~umen t ~ . 
D1st~~/Jis~i~~ f ~ ct fr~~ o~1nio~ , rumor from ~roof . 
Fre•en~ln~ ar~umen:~ nnd reqsons ::>n current affairs. 
IV. -1:i.:UP 0:-.GA:\I ZATION 
!~r~ing t oge ther in a de~ocrotic gr oup . 
Us:ng s irnol e uar liamen tary Dr ocedure. 
GRADE 2 
Acqulrlng knowled~e of basic ~a rll~mentary terms. 
Frnct icing method of democ r atic organization and action. 
D ebatin~ f ul ly and fre ely on a5reed subjects. 
V. $UE.3r~ONS At-.D ANS':,TI\3 
Learnin~ to ask ouef t ions clearly, com::>letely, acc~1.te~y . 
Identifyins irnnortant facts, solutions to :JrobleJJs , bf'si c orin-
cioles in answers. 
Ualni key "'ords, ~uide word •. 
Asr.ln-5 fo r further in!'or:n.'\ tl on; r:n,;:~.,t sure of clt:''lr understanding . 
':'aki n~ l"nd ,;t v·.n~ dir ections--writing cle11rly, repe.Hlng :ii rec-
tions, mF.klng notes, sumuari zln;S . 
VI. INF0ru'.AL TALKS 
~aktn3 announce~ents , reouests, in~ui r les . 
Introduci ng sneaker, v~sltor, cneirnan . 
Jiving sin;:;le D!l.rag rE~ ph ta lk on nersonal su':lject. 
~rrangin~ f acts in clear or der for o r al -resenta t ion. 
Usln~ basic olan of orgPnlzAtion--begln~ing , middl e, end. 
c;:;..:;:uz..nre:ll VJGAB:;LA::\Y STUDY s:.NTZ~l::E .ST?t:JCTUFtE 
FU!Jij!II'!&:NT,U, -~..,..,.;;...--=~-~~~-r-------------~----~~~----1 I 
5F8t:Ci-i 
Le arnl n3 me tnod of 
si~ple ou:line 
5tressin~ be~in~lng , 
;:;iddle and end 
Seoaratin~ major ideas 
from mino r det ails 
~ ~rlv~ n~ for 600d begln-
nin3 and 5ood endin3 
Usin;!; '.Inn , 'iha.t, '.~here, 
How, POd lihy as gu ides 
;~akif¥ definite for m in 
o11 tl1ne 














Reolacln< t ri te e xores-
sions : -n ~ce, nretty , 
awful, ~rand , swell , 
terr ibl e etc . 
Notin6 colorful words in 
t Rlk s and discuss io ns 
Ac qul ri n~ new words for 
oar l iamen tary oroced-
~e 
Learnin~ exnres sion to 
den ote sequence: next, 
t hen, at t~~ no int 
SPELLING 
Pronouncing and spelling 
correctly contractions , 
and certain de mon 





tive onening and 
c losi n~ sentence s 
Criticize sen te nce 
fr~>6ment! develon-
ing senten ce sense 
Varyill6 type of se n-
te nces used, slmole 
a:1d comple x 
Using definite detail 
for clearness and 
force 
Avoiding use of un-
neces sary words 
Checking frequency of 
and sentence 
Speaki~ ~l e arly , audi-
bly, in comnlete sen-
tence s 
Pausil'lc for em';)hAsis and 
meanin,; 
Devclopin3 ease of man-
ner ~nd rel ax ed pos-
ture 
Jiving full vo>;el sounds 
F ronoun~in5 endin~s dis-
ti nctly 
Using lo~-oitcned, ole~~ 
ant t one of voic e 
lfqryln~ nitch Rnd pv~rP~ 
si 'ln 
Tninkin~ clearl y wnile 
speal<.lng 
.~aking po ints unde r s tanc'. 
able, using illus trP-
t 1ons 
G:L-<.·~ .. ~ .... 
Usin,,. correct form of orln-
cioal ncrt s o~ v~rbs :--
do, ru n , go , c::>xa , become 
:Jsi05 correctly nes t te~se 
e!'ldin~ in d- - asked , neloed , 
used, said-:-
~liminatin : double n--~tive 
Strlvi n; f;r unders tq~di ng 
of use of oe rsonal oro -
nouns AS ohjPct o"' VP !'b a 
Pn:l. nreoosl t1ons 
5ttldyi~~ •1~nle erafficles of 
egreecent betv~rn subject 
and predicAte 
Avo idlne ill i terFcies :--I 
seen, he ain 't, I done, 
them there. t e • e. \'~. YClT 
you •. ,.,. , kr.-:: •··ed , n:-~ye did, j 
:..I3f •. GY ·. Oru<: 
Cqrf' ::f t-ook• 
Crd~r •nd orcPnizatlon 
c..!' litr~~r:.; 
Kinds of reference ~Eter­
ia: 
DICT~OHARY 
hev:e~lnd dictionary as 
.source of information 
Usino alr.hatet orde r t o 
tnree ::;lPces 





--·- ----- = ;;-
READING !.@ LITERATURE 
UNITS, ACTIVITIE::., CENTi::R;;, .QE INTERE::;'l; AND LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
GRADE _2 
I. READING FOR 1-IAIN IDEA::. 
::.tudying ehort article• to underctand meaning. 
Finding central idea, main thought, ba~ic principle. 
Determining major point~ in article; eetabli•hing order and 
importance of idea•. 
Determinlng minor point•, •ignificant detail•, important word•. 
Analyzing idea• for truth and logic. 
II. READING !Q8 DETAILS 
Learning tecnnique• of reading •hart article•. 
Adju•ting •peed of reading to type of material bein~ read. 
Under•tanding variou• type~ of reading material•. 
il.ead,ing for fact•, detail", key word•, opecific kno~<"led6e, 
direc tlon". 
::;tudying new• item•, factual e••ay•, magazine article•. 
III. ENJOYING ACTION 
Reading of human adventure in dramatic •etting•. 
Enjoying •torie• with aimnle plot• and ~trong intere•t•. 
Following h o through critical •ituation•. 
Living with the intrepid and the adventurou•. 
Studying the fund~~ental character trait• of men and women. 
ORGANIZATION 
Aopreciating logical 
etructure of aimple 
literary type": •hart 
•tody, novel, drama 
Following main aequence 
of incident<> 
Noting ua of tran•-
1 tional device~ 
Ob•erving ba•ic pattern• 




and reoort• of fact• 
VOCABULARY ~TUDY 
3tudying prefixe•, root•, 
and •uffixe., 
Pr.'lc tieing •·ord bulldi ng 
Learning fi~ur~· of 
<>neech: •1mile and 
metaphor 
1 ~ubotituting ~pecific 
noun for general \o'Ord 
IntercnRnging •ynonym~ 
for vAriety of exorea-
aiona 
Di<>cua•ing key word• 
u~ed in atudy of 
reading and literature 
FUNDA1~EN TAL 
~ENTENCE ~TRUCTUR~ 









Noting variety of para-
graph •tructure for 
different purpo•e• 
Watch~ng for topic 
•entence" 
Noting conjunction• 
varying in meaning 
according to actuAl 
u•e 
IV. k:.XPLORING THE PHYSICAL WORLD 
Travelling by reading in new and •trange place•. 
~eeing new land•cape•, new people•, new c~•tom~. 
~2 
Vi•ualizing life and experience• of American• living in other olace~. 
Sharing hard•hip• and courage of other human•. 
Broadening youth'• viaion of the world. 
V. EXPLORING THE~ WORLD 
Learning the cnaracteri•tic• of oeoole around u•. 
Experiencin5 tne •truggle• and trial• of earning a living. 
Acquiring ~nowledge of •cientific di~coverie• and invention•. 
~ee:ng men at work, at leieure, at home. 
Knowing more aoout American way of life. 
VI. ::;IWUNG~ 
UnJerctanding the aopeal and beauty of poetry. 
Enjoying •imple, natural, noetic exnreg•ion•. 
Experiencing broad numan emotion•. 
Taking pleaaure in rhythm and mu•ic of verae, 
Reading and di•cu••ing narr~tive ooem10, ballad•, lyric~'. 
SKILL:, 
~TUDY .,KILL:, 





able for ~tudy 





Having all necearary 
equipment 
\~ri ting all a••ign ,nen t• 
~riting legibly and 
neatly 
LI;;,TENING 
Li•ten~ng for main idea• 
Following the aequence of 
idea• 
Evaluating the logic or 
value of thought 
Making a note of i~oortant 
point• 
Differentiating between 
tone• of voice 
Keeoine; alert for key word• 
Aooreciatine rhyth·n Pnd 
beauty of ooetic language 
LIBRARY ;iQRK 
Getting acquainted with 
library a• •ource of 
intere•ting book• 
Locating variou• type<~ of 
reading 
Learning to brow•e for 
•election• 
Knowine main division• 
and •ec tion• 
U•ing card catalogue: 
•ubject, author, title 
DICTIONARY 
Determining exact mean-
ing a of word• by 
dictionary and by •tudy 
of con text. 
-
WRITJEQ 
UNITS, ACTIVITIES, CENT~S OF INTEnEST, AND LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
GRADE 10 
I. SOCI AL LET'T':o.RS 
'\riting simole letters to friends and relatives. 
Composing notes of th&nks, reolies, invitations, congrat-
ulations. 
Learning details and good form in social corres pondence. 
Making use of oolite social phrases and exores ~ ions. 
Keeoing ideas of friendship and courtesy upoermost. 
II. BUSINESS LETTERS 
ll'ri tin~ thre e-par~>graph letters of request and reoly. 
Comoo!'ing letters requiring some technical data. 
Listing oarts, accesPories, types of material. 
Using ca ts.l o;;ues and technical manual for accuracy. 
Maintaining clear unGerstanding of standard business forms. 
III. OUTLINES 
hevlewing and maintaining basic orinciplea 
Beginnine, middle, end 
Topic outline and sentence outline 
Major and mi nor divisions 
Order and arrang e me nt:--ti~e, olsc~, cause, ef f ect, 
~eneral, soecific, etc. 
Method of usin~ let :ers and numbers, 
OF-.GANIZATION 
Continuing use of simole 
ou tllne 
Keepin~ in minu that all 







Payln~ i ncreasing attention 
to lebibil ity and neat-








Conti nuing study of syn-
onym s and antonyms 
Constructing words by 
using simole ro o ts a n 
orefixes 
revelopin~ interest in 
words: 
word biographies 
... ord borrowing 
... ord changes 
word orecision 
Distingui shing meanings 
of confusing words: 
eligible--illegible 
nroof -- evidence 
Verifying use and mean-
ing of tool words 
~PELLING 
Cnr~ect ~oelling of 
olur~ln of Cw~~on 
~ Jne ~nd form~tion 
of ro~-e~·~ve olural• 
...o .f n.o_unq 




Using variety in s ~ n­
tence s true ture 
Avciding weak and 
c hopoy sentences 
Achieving growth in 
writ i ng sentences 









Learning that the 
ideas should deter-
mine the form of the 





IV. REPORTS AND :U.CORDS 
Studying report and record f orms to understand ouroose. 
Summarizing in own words results of reading en "'ork performed. 
Making accurate statements of fact concerning events. 
Follow~nb scientific order: oroblems, materials, procedure, 
res~l ts, concluslons. 
liriting in orderly arrangement brief factual accounts. 
V. NE\iS STCRIES 
Reporting local games, sports, hap~enings, achoc l events. 
Followin~ who, what, where, ho w, why outline. 
Emphasizing short paragraohs giv~ng es sentials. 
Usin~ titles, heedlines,sub-headings as in newsoaoer. 
Stre ssing presentation of the actual facts ~ot imagination. 
VI. PER SONAL EXPRESSION 
Describing people, places, even ts by use of significant details. 
Selecting sensory words, ccncrete words and oicturesque expres-
sions. 
Picturing power and force of mAcl:ines and inventions. 
Expressing personal opinion and oersonal ideas in logi cal 
arrangement. 
~laking use of factual data in written exores sions. 
FUNC'!'UATICN 
Using t erminal ounctu-
aticn 
Usin~ comma to set off 
words and phrases in-
terruptin~ the thought 
Using comma to orevent 
confusion of thought 
Using quotation marks 
for direct quotat~ons 
Us ing apostro phe in 
contractions and for 
oosseasion 




use of orincipal parts of 
~ommon verba 
use of auxi l iary verbs 
have and had with oast 
oarticipl_e__ · 
use of personal oron ouns 
as subject and oredicate 
nominati ve 
use of adjectives: t hi s, 
that, these, t <.o se 
use of comoarativea 
Avoiding: · 
thl a there, that there, 
busted, dro .. 'Ylded, brung, 
between you and I 
hn.ve rq\1,· , he t""ljr ~, r.a ... r nng 
DICTIONARY 
Using dicti onary as g uide 
to meanin~ , oronuncia-
tion and derivation of 
words 
Finding aupolemental i~-










Learning to use diction 
exoertly witcout waste 
of time 
READING AND LIT~{ATlfrlE 
UNITa, ACTIVITIE~, CENTER;, OF INTErtE.:T, AND LEARNING EXP!:RI1NCE 
:tRADE 10 
I. READING FOR l~AIN IDEAS 
Determining exact tho~~h t of author. 
Watching for definite •tatement of idea•. 
Develooing power of under•tanding content. 
~lecting en•ential idea• of paragranh• . 
Jummarizing major nointc and •ignificant detail•. 
II. READING FOR DETAILS 
Reading to anpwer fact quect1onn. 
Reading to an•wer oroblem que~tion•. 
Reading to follow orinted direction• . 
Reading for back~ro und, detail•, clue• , i.I.:Jortant wor J• . 
Reading to organize and outline material. 
III. l::NJO YTNG AC'l':ON 
Readin~ adventure •torie• of pa•t and ore•ent. 
Knowing different land•, cu•tomq, oeople•. 
Exoarlencin~ human ideal•, emotion•, attitude•. 
Enjoying •t~e·• and •trU6il e of neroic conflict. 
Interoreting word•, incident•, action for keener real i zation. 
ORGAi'i i ZATION 
Diccoverin5 re lat~on o f 
alot, cett~ng, char-
a cter~, oatta rn o f read 
.ing 
~laintaining kno••ledge of 
ou tline for aoprecia-
t ... on 






Cona\n•ing oe ragraoho 
into •ifiile •ente ncec 
Ob-erving method of 
buildln~ two or tnree 
related paragraph~ 
around a central idea 
VOCABULARY .:TUDY 
~tudying derivat~on and 
connota cion of wordc 
from read i ng 
.. tudyi ng fl gurative 
meaning 
Conrtructing word 
fern !. lie • 
ohonP, gr~nh, oo rt 
Maintaining knowledge of 
preflxer and •uffixec 
Concentra ting on know-
ing vari ~u· t oo l 
word•: manu•criot, 
cohere nce, metanhor, 
reference, unity, 





~tudying rnet nod• of 
inoroving cente nce• 






•ub•titu ting •pecific 
word• for vae>ue 
ex ore c~ ~on o 
re Prran~ tne order of 
tn~ught• 
Developing greater 
variety in kind of 
centence• u•ed 
Imitat i ng excellent 
exam;>lea from 
reading 
U~ing repetition to 
gain clearne•• and 
force 
Jrir~DE 10 
IV. STUDY! NG HUMA:\ NA I' URi 
ueeino tnro~h bookc tne world about u~. 
Reading "toriec of cnar~cter, of career, o! vocation". 
Cl-cu•":~ ~• tive• and purno•e• of human nat~~e. 
Di•cerning relation of P.Ction and .no tlven, of iJeal• and 
~areer•, cf cnaract r and event•. 
=:njo ying .-.uma:l •torte• of hum!ln beirlt, • 
V. r-XPLOni NG uOCIJ\L ·.;ORL!:.: 
...oaring in tcd~ Y '" problem- Pnd conflict-, "trug~le- and 
tri Jrnnh•. 
Rendin~ to kno~ ~o re · ~ out ~an and •ociety. 
J oinl n~ i~ the •ucce•• of TA~ ov• r ob•tacle•. 
Preaarind for ccmin~ cna~ge" P~d l~orove~ent• in t~e comcJn~ ty. 
Ob•erving •ocial conjit : on•, "~Cial cucto~•, • o cl~l attltudec. 
VI. SHArtlN:} FC.::TrlY 
~~ring tne e~otio~al ~~rp~l of lyrical VL r -e. 
:.r.jo; in~ e!.:-;-.le ~.t!lJ'"l.!..e ... , -trent: r:-~yt ... T1 "' !. ·'1 roetry. 
:omprenendin~ tne ~P~n :deq - !nd vivid ixaiery of tne ooet. 
Di•coverlng cen•ory ~o rdr and ~~~tnative ey-re~-i c ~ •. 
AnRlyzlrJi bR~ic oa t tern c of · l~ ') le oce;n•. 
:.KILLo:. 
STUDY ... KILLS 
Kee ping def 1r:1 te ti:ne, 
place, ~tudy nabit• 
necording exactly all 
a~r.ies:nuient ... 
neadin5 text ocok• wltn 
a pur::>o•e 
Findine central tnought 
and •upportlne detail 
LocatinG tooic •entenc e 
Naklng u•e of guide word• 
•uc~ a•, fir•t-•ecnnd, 
next-the~ con•equen tly-
tnerefore 
Concentrat ino on o ne 
th i ng at a time 
Devoting mo• t t i.ne to 
weak poin t• 
LI STt:t.r riG 
Li•ten~ ng Pttentively and 
courtenu •ly ln order to 
under•tand 
Reme~berino main idea•. 
Noting order and arranie-
ment of tdeR• 
Fol lo•·tng trend of a rgumen t 
A•k in~ oertl~en t qJe• t ~ o n• 
Di•cri'llinatiruz bet.,.·een 
fal•e and true, tneoret-
ical Rnd 1moortFnt 
lia tcning for certa i n ooin t• 
~ey word•, tra n ~ition 
devicec, and repetttton~ 
LI BttnrtY' ;cRK 
Knowin~ library aa a 
nl a ce for re au1no 
~>nd rc~erence 
U•ing carj CRtalogue: 
ocat_ .... n , ; ~Yr:>oe e 
~ind• and arrange~ent 
i nformotion ~!. ven 
Learntn~ u•e ~ f almanRc~ 
'io rld Alma~.~<c 
Examining cRrt- of a 
8:; k: 
fror~ t ..!. cr ~.Lece , t:. tle 
?A,;e , cor.;;ri~t, t, 
uedicat_or., o~eface, 
taole of content •, 





UNITS, _;CTIVITI~5 , CEJ:I!T-RS OF 
3-R.~DE 10 
I. SVCIAL CONV ZRSA !lQJ:!? 
Discussin~ topics of normal 1ntere8t to y1uth. 
~xoressin3 re?ret, ac~lo5y, syrnpat~y, condolence s. 
~e.rntn~ man~er of introducin~ indiv~Juals in vartous sit-
uations . 
3ecomin~ aware of rules of c ourtesy in soc~al gat~erings. 
Develooing sense of fsir ~lay And personal resoonsioility. 
~I. :N7.:..'\'TI::·.:s A:JD CCNF::~XCES 
Apolying for oositions; nu•lificRt~ons Rnd ~eneral be~av~or. 
Preoarin~ to meet orospecttve e~~loy~r. 
Practicing manners and actions d~rln3 intervie~s. 
!·lak1fl5 good iJmressions, creatin; go:Jd w!.ll. 
Qbservin~ 1~portance of clear questions and direct answers. 
iii. DI5CUS5:0~S 
Us1n3 soeclfic curre n: t ooics for open discussion. 
Evaluatini newspeoe rs and m~gazines as aJtnorit:es . 
Analyzin,s bas:c metE::lds of f'r5uin5 ~nd r.:;asonir.~. 
~Rlntaining own ~oint of view qgalnst oo:os:.tl:Jn. 
Jlstin~lisn~n5 between fact and ooin_on , re~s:n Rnd r.rej~d:ce. 
:;a:;.; ::1 ZA 'i'I:l N 
Js~ni b•sic outline, ~ajor 
end ~in~r divisions 
St~~v1~ for unity of sub-
ject matter 
~i~itin~ n~~ber of detail• 
Flannin~ simole Sdouence 
of tn;u~ht · 
Us~~ transitl~nal devices 
first, seccnd; before, 
after; t~en, now 
VCCAB'}L.4.?.Y 3I'l:JY 
5tudy1n~ synonyms and 
ant:>nyms 
Knowing key •..:ords; se-
quence, organizntion, 
a~end~ent , cohe rence 
Jistingu1s~1ng ~enr.in~ 





Avoidin? slang and over-
~orked exor~ss~ons 
Strlvln~ ror ~ore me~n­
ingful words 
SPELLING 
Dictat:on of key o:orde 
in oaragraohs 
:~r~ec~ coelltr.i 9~ 
~ereonPl n~~-~cQ~ve 
~"".r'1!i~Jne ~:.! ~!'E ">'Jo::::::e~ 




uity of me!lnin~ 
Us:n~ def~nite c~n­
crete adjectives 
and verbs for viv~d 
exnreselon 
ArrAnging ~or~s and 




ideas first or la9t 
in o!lragrapns or 
reports 
'lary '.net, ty pe o! 
sentences for dif-
fere::--1t p .... r::oEes 
A'lD LISTt.NING 
Bi'~nE3T, AND L~Ant- I KJ- EXPERIENCE 
G~DE 10 
I V. :J.I\.:L:'F 0 .. -i.G;...:>;I 2.A?IC:~ 
Continuing e~oerience in taslc ParliamentAry Procedure. 
Order of tusine~s; call to order; re ~ding ~f ~lnutes . 
~e~o rts ar.d corr~ittees; unfinished business. 
Announcements; ne•· busineq~; 13djournrnent. 
Actual det&te of rr.otions before the nouse. 
v. h<.?Crt'l'S 
Preeer.ting factuRC. 1nformP.ticn en de:!:'ini te toc~cs . 
~ivi~g definite ar.swdrs to definite queqtion!. 
ReAdin~ re~orts w:tb emphasis unon bRsic conclu!~cns. 
o!.rr;;.r.o::n;.: i tt:l::.s in cleilr orC.eJ· cf ttiljor end minor div: eions. 
!·.a~lng ')OSitive statements aft<r veriflcE.tlcn of fFcts. 
'II. INf\.-n.'~ :,..Lr5 
~lv!n~ or1e~ ~~rscnal tElks ~~tL soecified t:me lirrit . 
ixt:ress.!..nc 1;3.eca GrtC. pttitudef' c~ncerr.1r ...... e~t~. t.:..:r.s, :~obb~es , e:aa.ts, 
activ~ t:..e~ . 
.. Pki~~ C~t rf.rnLr-cn SU~~Ary Of SCiP~tif1C Ertic:P, 
~eco~zerd~~~ ~ccd b~oks , mov~es, ~lays. 
t.:slr.!':: :1o~as, s~:r."):e ... t,.;tline, lo:etcnl ~rc ::rt:s ,-=~on ,....~ ideRs. 
3KIL.-
5F::.::cr. 
3pe~f-in6 in soft, ole ~e­
ant, well-mcdJlated 
tcne s 
l~a~~:~in_n~ ~ood ~cAture , 
nf, t~r& 1 ~ann er 
AvcldLn~ restlessness of 
body,-oarticul~rly nnnds 
VstnK s~x~le zes~ures, 
oroncunctr . .:- ··ord s 
correctly -
noldinz attention of audi-
ence; cner.~ir.~ vol~me 
and intens:ty of vcice 
~evelo~lr~ senGe c ~ t1~~n~ 
i~ paus~s and reoeti- -
t:ons 
:Ev\1·:~-'-;R 
Usin5 nrc~erly ~rinc:cal 
oarte of verts, sucn as: 
bre~~ soeak, wdsr, 
bei1n, rine, s~1rr, 
drive 
Clstin~uiening brtwpen cor.-




Using correctly~. shall 
in questions, like ~s ') re n-
o S1 tion 
Us111€ correcti.y oreoo~i tion<: 
in--at, off--c:!:', 
in--into, d:fferent !r~ = 
Y.ncwing and soellir.€ correc e-
ly rersonal oossesoive 
oron::'uns: onrs, hersJ itt=, 
tnelr, tr_eirS~, ~: ~r:::, ("e 
LI i'>:L:..ii.Y . ;c;v: 
rln:\:r.,;; :::eter~l\1 and 
:.nfcr~' t~cn tr.r.:-.r' 
use of Sncvclooed~q 
~Pci and nuffi;Pr ~f 
volu~e, autr_cr, it:.i 
let:ers, oriP~izat~c 





i.;o rld BroY.: t:ncyclcved 
ncnoN,:,r,y 
Findin~ ne~ wor~s cv u~ e of o=-ef~xe s • 
DetPr~inini d!stl~cti 
of meanin; bet•een 





UN IrS, ACUVITIES, CENTERS OF INl'EREST, AND LEARNING EXPERIENJE 
GRADE 11 GRADE ll 
I. s.:;ciAL L:i:TT<;RS 
lo/ri t' '1'1; friendly informal letters, special uuroos e let-:ers. 
Composing letters of ooinion showing oersonal attitudes. 
'.1ri tin:?; letters of everyday numan ha'Jueninzs. 
Constructing ~nswers to invitations, inquiries, requests. 
Maintaining friendly tone, courtesy, good taste. 
II. BUSINESS LETrERS 
Comoosing letters of aoolic!ltion, inouiry, comDlaint. 
Answering advertisements and reouests. 
Completing order letters involv:ng cntalo~ue details . 
Using tabular form for simole and comnlex lists. 
St riving for clear unambiguous statement of facts. 
III. ::U.:PORTS .:i@ SUK'IARIES 
l-la}ting factual renorts inc:udin~ specific time, olace, ':)eople 
involved etc. 
~u~marizin~ articles , iiving imoortant conclusions . 
Reoo rtin~ for co~ittees, minutes of meeti"bs. 
Using charts , granhs , diagrams in written reports. 
Keeping renort objective, brief, lo61cal, 
IV. OPINIOI'IS M:D S'!'ATEI4ENTS 
Stating nersonal convictions on imnortant matters. 
Contrasting oninion and fact, evidence and gossin. 
Detecttn5 and exposing fallacies in writing ar.d spenkine;. 
Reviewing movies, radio urogr ams, olays . 
i:ri ting editorials, appeals for action . 
V. CrtGA!'liZA'riC:>l OF :-..-\ERIAL 
Reviewing b~·.c nrincioles involved in good outl~nes. 
Keeoin~ to one major t~?ic with a few minor divisions. 
Constructing 6 ood paragraphs by using metnods of time, olace, 
cause, effect, 11Justrat1one, co~n~risoc, contrast . 
Placir:[; sen:encee w.:.thin oaregre:;hs Rccordine to cattl:!rn of 
uarae;raph. 
Usin~ def1cite transition ~erda indicPtin~ sequence of idees. 
VI. P.::nSCt\AL t:;XFRES3IC:l 
Expressing ~ersonal idea~ and ideals. 
Discusein~ vccations, ambit~one, 1nterests. 
Describin~ hobbies, clubs, leieure t~ ::e .;ctiv.: ties . 
P.eveelin,; attitudes tow?rd r::odio, tEl!O •• s:cr., :rov:e•, lite rPt~.orf'. 
i\;,owin5 reaction to~o;ard current socl.~<l r.m1 e::.~·r. · •. -:ic e·:e;,ts . 
FUND.-\:.!E:NTAL SY.ILLS 
ORGANIZATION 




order of ti:ne 





Studying order of oara-
6raohs within a compo-
ei tion: 




Narrowing the subject 
Using major and minor 
divisions and ideas 
-
VOCAB~~~~y STUDY 
Contlnuif15 study of syn 
onyms and antonyms 
Reviewing key words in 
w:rl tten wo rk 
Uein~ roots, prefixes, 
and suffixes in anal-
yzing words 
Sustituting single word! 
for vague groups of 
words 
Striving for the exact 
word in composition 
Discriminating between 
shades of meaning in 
related words. 
S£NTE!.C£ S~r.lJCi'U:tE 
Stressin~ sentence es 






Using aooosition as 
device for improve-
ment 




ship of ideas by 
use of conjunctions 
olacing of modifier 
usin~ exact words 
using climax 
Avoiding unnecessary 





Us1n~ comma o~fore certain 
cor. junctions 
Usin~ coa,a:a to indicAte 
relation of part to uart 
Using quotation rrarks in 
broken quotations 
Using punctuation to a:aye 
thou~ht clear 
Developing attitude t~at 
ounctuation is a ~uide 
to re •.ding, to cliar 
expression, t~ 600d 
thought 
}!'i..".::.:.:..q 
:ont1~uln~ e~~c~sls urcn use 
of key =rinc!~Pl ~a~ts cf 
verbs 
Continuin. ea:TihSEis u~or. 
a~reeffient of subject and 
verb 




Cor.tinuinb effort to elim-
inate ~ncorrect usage 
Continuir.~ effort to atta1r. 
maximum-amcunt of gocd 
usa5e in writing 
':":--.tt::t:.~:':~- .:.!"'!.\~l :: '·-- ~ _...._ ~- .. 
ro~~ ~~~·~:~ ~r: :~1-:~r-
.-.~ ... e .... 
DI:':~C~ .. ;~y 
Usin~ dic~~onary as fun 
a~intal J~p1re in 
oues t!0~5 l~vclv~ng 
;<::,rds 
Cnec~ in .. rr.ear.:..n;;: of un-
usual-wert or-tec:~ic 
words 
... ~ ~ t1n.;_·u i ELl.r . .: be t\lween 
· VL.le&r, co:ioou1~~ an 
S tandRrC !::-;:11 sr. 
Dist~n~uishir.g varlous 
=e~~1nge far sR~e ~o~ 
te:erxinin5 exac~ xeani 
b:; Wf.y ..-ord is used 
in senter.ce 
R.I!.ADING AND LITUUTURE 
UNIT:, ACTIVITH.~, CENTE.R::. OF INTERE:T AND LEARNING EXPffiiENCE 
J;v.I::. 11 GRADE 11 
I. .1::.ADING FCR :.lAIN IGSA~ 
MeintAinin~ readtn~ ~Mill• of oreviou• ye~r·. 
Deve1o~1r .. :3' •k~ll ~r. findin~ centrAl tnoucnt. 
Dt~cu~~ini Aut~or'~ ourryo~e , idea•, method of orgar.izntlcn . 
Jud~in~ dAtP, rea•onQ, tdeAQ in relAtinn to ACtUAl fact•. 
:·r~ldn,; conclu•~on•, irllkin,: u•e of ~Atertal !!;.!.ver.. 
! ; . :\L1Dl NJ FO:-t DETAIL-
Kno~ing and di•tlngu.!.•ning v•rlnu~ kind• of reAdini mAteriAl. 
rteAdin~ for fAct•, pnQwer• , d.!.r~ction•. 
U•tng tyryo~rA ~n1c~l devtce•:--
c~nter hePdln~·. tllble of con~ent•, 1 tallc•, key word~ . 
~tud:t1ne title~, •u:n:narte~, ~eq..1ence of idea~ . 
rteme "oering ~:ir1f:cant feet•, ~o!nt•, or1nclole•. 
III. o.I,JOYING ACTit;i'< 
~r.tertne i~AeinAttvely into world of fiction. 
Enjoy.!.n6 adventure, emotion, •u•oen•e . 
FArt1clontins in act• ~nd ever.:• of noblene•• Rnd cour~e. 
Rec oen1z l n~ c~•ic trAit• of cheracter. 
O~•ervtng varied cond.!.tion• And •cene• of FICtion. 
0:\GAKIZATIOtl 






con • l qtency 
orooortlon 
~ecogntz:n~ broad ba"iC 
pP t tern •: 
in troduc ti on 
oe5innlng action 








mean1n5~ of •i'l11lar 
word• 
Learning tool word•: 
drama, e••ay, conflict, 
•uAoen•e, etc. 
~triving for expre~~tve 
word•, for •oecific 
concrete word• 
Gaining new word• from 
context 
Continuing •tudy of word 
fam111e e 
Becoming intere•ted in 
uower and influence of 
word• 
Avotd:ng va~ue word" 
with little meAning 




in 11 tera ture 
IncreA•ing U"e wltnin 
eentence cf caner~ 
de tAll o 
::.trl v ·. no for clear-
ne•• of thou~h~ in 
all 'IITi tten and 
orAl work 
Paueln~ to examine 
good examole• of 
unl ty, coherence 
and er:1~ha•i e in 
qentence • 
Noting thAt form of 
o ntence i• deter-
mined by til! 
thought exore•eed 
IV. vTUDYING HUI.(AN NATURE 
Gaining knowledge of in·~irtng CAreer•. 
Becoming Aware of ~roblem•, dutie•, ideAl•. 
Acquiring attitude~ of loyalty, faith, re•non•lbility. 
Exoeriencing American ideal• a~ exnre••ed in Amer1can literAture. 
Developing lntere•t in 'l1ct1ve- •nd "Juroo•e• of human bcnavior. 
V. uXPLCRI NG :;oCIAl 'WRLD 
Under~tanding o..1r nei~tbor•, friend•, Acouaint,.nce•. 
Looking beyond our nArrow ~eo~renhlcel boundarte•. 
Exoerienclng tn ~rt rreqer.t day life And tha u~nt. 
3haring per~onal nrobleTJ~ qnd dlfflcultte~ of yauth . 
Gainin~ toler~nce, friend•tio, knowledge of T~lnority groupo. 
VI. :HARING POETRY 
Enjoying rhytnm, mu~ic, e;r.otlonnl A .. ?ePl of ooetry. 
Reading orally ballAd~, ~torte• in ver•e, n~rrAtive ~oem •. 
Fart1cipAt1"6 in ctoral recitation of ·~lected noem•. 
Arprecla ti ng color, 1mF1.?;1na tlor: And oeau ty 1 n lyrl cal noetry. 
~naring humor, comedy, lau~tter of light v~ree. 
::.KILL::. 
:;,TUDY ;,KILL., 
Reviewln~ t1me, olHce, 
• tudy hAbit~, 
~ettlncl-UD definite t~~k• 
Keeo1n5 work up to d te 
Reviewin~ work frequently 
U•lni new knowledge 
gained orooerly 
relatine with old 
-.:akillti new exaTJt:le• 
AO lying to work At 
hAnd 
talking About it 
Te~tlng own conviction~ 
and deoth of knowledge 
LLT~NING 
Ll•tenln~ vlth c o urte~y and 
Atte~tlon 
:cr.•1derine qll ~nA•e• of 
to r lc 
LeArning to have own oclnlon 
Re~emberlng main nolnt• 
A•king oertinent oue•tlon~ 
Thinking before aoeakln~ 






U•ing •tRndArd referencE 
book •: 
Dict: o nP.rie• 




Kno~·:ng he•· to find 
fAc tuPl ~r.••·er o 
SPEA~INu ;~p LIS~ENI~G 
t:NI:'~, AC:"IV~'C':~s, c:;_:TE:riS OF 
~11 
I. .::c.:~ r'\L co:,-t~~sAl':sr; s 
Prg_cticl~ inte rviews, ?ers'nal C'lnfe!"e~ces, ,.~,.,llc'lt:.or.s. 
Answering quest~<:~ns AnJ St'l.t ing re:>lies briefly, accllZ'3tt!ly. 
3ec0~ing sw,re 0! socl'l courtesies tetween indiViduals. 
~earning tecnnique of conversRtl?n 1'1 soclRl s:tu'lt!ons. 
3.:uavln~ or'l?erly fit schJJ-: f~nct::ns, s"?ort ,;-1t:1"r!~'6~. o.J:s'..de 
:nee ti "leis. 
:I .:.:: . ."5-:JIJ~~S 
~1v~ng oersonal v1~ws . ., ~ojern nr olets . 
~~~lyz!~~ ur~oa~~~J~ tric~s, -ewer ~p ryr~~s =~i r-lto. 
:~scus -·1n~ b· .,ks, -:Jl-1.:,·s, ,....,:Je~$, .7.)'/ie~ . 
:on~rl~J:in~ de~~-~:~ o0!~i:~s ~~ ~-u~ ~~~cAsa~ons . 
~trlv!n~ fo~ CR.~ exores=:~~ of 11 ;a:'lnc~d jlJ~c~~t. 
;-_ ·~r o .• G-A:.::,;:-:cK 
:~~:!~l~n~ ~r~o~ice ~r b~s~c ·1~ r l1q.:e~:~~y 
~-e''~e'N :;rj~)r ~: '::J.s~ .. r;--1:: 
:-~ ' ce "i ..::--:. 
Fr ~re3s ~f a ! tio~, r~,c0~~tt~~~. ~r~~ 
:e~:..,--.-i::1~, reetflt~.ni, ::: .. ~ ... ~ i!.:3~-~~ lo:--.s 
~~f=:io~ , Vo:~, ~es~::s 
~?l 
n.:::e:1d.-r:e:1ts, A.::!!.:. ::ns, .3..i· ... -::t:!. :_..t~ l!".t;_ 
c~.J-~~~=~A~:ct~ 
~ak~n~ s~i:a~le ~~olea of 
sutje:::t 
3ele:::i:-:.} oe!"t: -.:nt det!l:l-
.:'cr s .. PJ::=rt 
Yee~ir.~ to 0nP s~bject 
:nt..;·...!_n!f nt;tentl.:>n Oy good 
~ne:-.i n_i; •n.i. cl o ~1 !¥ sent-
er.ces 
~a:ntalnlni bas'..c form find 
ostterr. in c?r.str.Jct~on -f 
talk . 
~eC16r.iz:ng ~cnort<~ce ~f 
word order for e ~obasi s 
v: :A:::·;:...HY ~ :' c'DY 
:re t.~~ ~?~ortJn~t~es 
for ua:n~ new words 
f:", )r•!.r.:; ~.n.:l ~H· .=..ni ~-ey 




~ontlnd~r.~ study of osr-
lia:nent'lry ter·• 
3:ui:;1n"' u~e ::>f root~ .. 
-r~fi;es find suffix~~, 
0 xnk1n:n~ vord nistor1e9, 
derivatto"ls, blend!~~s, 
crt>atl>ns 
~sk~~3 nroner d1st:n~t1sn 
of xeAnln~s between 
na1rg of slnil•r w~rds 
~~!~~-~Le - ·--· ~~-
~.cceot-ex~e ~~ 
stqt:cn<ry-s:Atio~ery 
F:.. ~- ~ _\. .:...., :'n.!.. 
6~;-,:· .:... G.:: s::o.:..,:: ~::-.:. 
.. s:. "".:0: ~,.. :--le :.e : . . : .lr: _..;.. 
f_li :aente: ::e::, -
Av~.:.dln;,: C'::>:~ • .- se~. t-
e~ce~ ~:ld ~e-t~~=~s 
fr·:;:z-:e·1ts 
=~~r~~ifi~ ~~F~ ;~rt­
enca~ b:; :..='£~:-; __ 
':'lAc!.:-.;: cf .... rn=-es 
And 016.u~~s 
~v 1!~~~ ~tqle f;n~ 
over~or~ed ex-res-
slons 
Ex·ressl,~ :n!lin ideas 
- r' ,Jine; tly 
3tr1v:n~ fJr c:~~r, 
CQU::'t~JUS oral 
'~"~re ser, tR t~ Jn 
:hqn~l,i se,te~c~s 
q~d ex~resslons to 
S'l'JW dlfi'e:-er.ces ~~. 
id=qs A.nj e.~ot-ons 
rr;:.:.fu.~, .:;: J :...O:.-<.~'-;INJ ::..XF"i'.:::::SE 
£~ _l 
J.V. 5l' 1 .. t:!:J.J ~---.:.:c --~;: :::_~y: 3::.:: 
5t~dJln:: v~r_oJS tyces cf ~r:~r~~e :~ ~Jt'~~r~s. 
....xs.::.1:-.tn~ f?r b:!. -. £1 ;r ~)!"~ ~~.~c~s, tr-4 t:-. :· .c. _ T ~!~:: _ "'J. 
:r1t1Ci".:!.n~ ,....:_Ays -;nd or .. r:.T.s ~oo~5 •.r r"K5 ~ :rp·~::~. 
Dlscr.~ln~t~~~ tet~een _" d ·~d t•i f•r :r~e v1l~e•. 
~1Pn:-~1~g :~~ :r:~dcqs:e, ~sl~! ~i~r~~~J~e . 
V. 4~\~ : . : -I ... :':..~I~:} 
~e~r -~€ -rJoer at:itJiee -f ~0dy A~j =~-d, q::t 
L~derst~:~J~n; ~Es~: 1~e~3 ~j c~:.t ~f v~e~. 
l_is:e::::-.f t:>-::;.e e:-;i, f':>!~..r···· r.,: ~-;--.l~-:e ... ~ :d 1;~ h ... 
:.: Jlr-.~ w:t:. r~ . .:: E..--: · 1.!'~=~ .:.~cr: .. ~:- . '":~:--.... .!e:~-:.~, 
£'1·~ .. .Jqtl~.:;. q,::::e·:~~.~ trut;, ~t:'je-ct_ •. !: :'a:.;:-· 
;·r I\ F _ .-,, .-~.1- ~-1--K :-
_vr.rt- _,...,_,.- --.----;-;t.s •~ !:; t:;-:--:::-~t: ." .i:e::: :· "~ , ,::;:•--=-
:_e'l.·r, "! ..' tr ·:·1-= ::~-t:'~ .:.rf~~. ~.::ve tr. ... :: :-e_::: ~ 
.:.-.· .... ~ :·1~:'"€ :e~.::.:.c'"::!. r_:-:-- c-cl.;f:/.5 • • ...:;.;:. .. ~ .:_-:. r ~-
-:;;t . .. .. _ .. ::-. 
.. .,.; .! ~ ... .;: : .:.::-~:-:::~ ,.,:.:::;: ~ i-!:":~ .;::~· .::E J 
3:: L:..s 
, ,.. :-F. 
-~!-i--:: :p:_; -
:F:=:::...:;,: 
.. ;:nt~ :--.~ .... ...: c·- ::;eo :.f ':".Ct~-
r,-?r 
J~v~~' ~u:l v~l~e t-
~o~~l ~n! w·rJ e:j_~~5. 
~s~=--! ~lc3s!.n~, \: ' ur·te.)u~ 
.i. ~ur.er 
;~~~:~ for e~~~~s~s ~~d 
e'.:"':~ect 
:..x,..-·~c::~lr.!:. cle-:;r t:: J...:..·:t 
:n cleP.!" .... ~:: · ~r 
~istentn~ c~refJlly hni 
criticizin5 ::nstru~t­
ively 
5oe~~!n~ t~ nercuqde· 
otr(lni L~l.:.ef 
c.r:v!~c~ni ;z·~~~ent 
'= .... :.i!..l5l.t!9:: 
~~r of ~nt~r~;t ~~d 
c~r.fidu.ce 
!' c'.: t 1 ..=..-·- ..- r. ~ -. # 
.. ~"'\ 
::==._r.t?.:r;:."·€ CL"r>ro::-ct ..:sc -:f 
··r!~:~r-~~ ~~r:c -~ C y ~­
:':'" !~t 9 
.: - '1 t: :-· .. -4 :li ~ t ~ 






~s:ns ~orr~ct~y ~~.~c :~1 
~~rtS wf 1:tP·C~ 1 :r:~J 
'; . .;..rot, eli::.':-, ~r-=.·,·, a:-~ *'!. 1 
~e-qcll etc. 
r\-.;.,~diP~ ~ver·"· ,jrl(e:i -1jjec-
tives q~j alvercc: 
:"ir.e, funr.y, nice, :fr~at 
etc. 
=:r!v!n~ f~r clP~r ~nd ief-
l~.te referer~e :f -ro-
r:-) ... ns 
:;fltc-.:ng c.;rt;ful:i.y a,;ree·ne·. t 
of subject qnd ~reJ.c;te 
ev-ressly 'ita collective 





:-q t_ :"; • J 
- ... ·c~ :i t""-"~; 
'-" 
:~ -.i \-
:.ic : :"~~ e ,..·.·&--
.... J.:~ __ ; P._~ ... :-
-::; .....  ! = ·"!"":·c O..:t-; 
's .) 
: c._ I s -~-:.e r-~ :t:. 
1-.?~·;.: _.;.;: .... ~·s 
·:e .. ~ :.:·r' s :tc t._ Jr . • !-:1 
- -- ": .. _. --:- :: s 
::.;_r:_~ 
c~::t~r . ..: .. :--~-- :-:.~~1~t ~ f 
JS!~i 1!~~i0~ - ~Y 
~:r~~~~~c~~~~~~~-~~~=·-~ 
1~r~~us ~!n.is f J~c­
t~o.-.c.rtes 





.!llil!§, ACTIVITIES, CEt<TERS OF INT<:REST, ..\ND LEA~ING EXPERIENCE 
JRADE 12 :?.-..... :::. l!' 
I. .§QQill LETTERS 
Writing letters of Personal interests, opinions, ideas. 
Expressing clearly one's sympathies, feelings and ideals. 
Communicating to another personal experiences. 
Striving for intlmat~ frlendl~ conversational tone. 
Giving special attention to creating sympathetic response. 
II. BUSINESS LETr-LRS 
Writing straightfon•ard letters on varying business topics. 
Ordering supplies for ~articular needs. 
Composing clear, concise, accurate, and complete business 
letters. 
Composing personal letters of ap~lication for positions. 
Stressing directnees, sincerity, courtesy. 
III. REFORTS AND Sl.H·llo!ARI;;;s 
Filling out with care various types of forms. 
Using sentence outlines in simple reports. 
Crganizing material: presentation, main part, conclusion. 
Summarizing magazine articles, books, plays, movies. 
Reporting vocational trends, opporturities, ooeni~cs. 
ORGANIZATION 
Reviewing use or outline 
Maintaining standard form 
in business letters 
Maintaining good form in 
social letters 
Using tabular statements 
in business letters and 
reports 
Keeping order by arrange-
ment of ideas 
Choosing logical pattern 
for development or para-
graphs 
Using transition "'ords to 
show sequence of thought 
VOCABtTLARY STUDY 
Reviewing rcots, orefixe 
suffixes 
Continuing use and kno~l 
edge of key "'ords used 
in business end social 
letters 
Develoryir.g interest in 

















SE!'\':'O:NCE S :'nUCTUF.E 
~eviewi"b basic idees 
from orevious years 
Dis tinguisr.~ng be-
tween loose and 
neriodic sentences 
Understanding that 
unity in sentences 
is largely a matter 
of ideas 
Understanding tnRt 
emphasis is largely 
a matter of the 
form in l<hlch ideas 
are expressed 
Understanding that 
coherence is almost 
eoually a matter or 
ideas and of form 
Avoiding dangling 
modifiers 
IV. VC~..\B~LARY B~ILDING 
Reviewin~ ge~erel and s~ecific Jse ?f dlctlo~ary. 
Concentratin~ on syncny~E and antQnyms, connots;ior! snd de~ · t~t!c~•. 
Exolorin!? derivF>t!.ons, word hl9tcries, word borr·. ~-·~r.gs. 
Makine use or roots, orefixes, suf!'~J<es ir s-cellln£ ar.d v~cF:.1:s.ry. 
·,:atchine: :lro~ae;andR in ;·ri tin~ ""d s...,eakine;. 
V. MECEA~\I:S CF' \•AI'I:N3 
Revle"·tr-e -cunctuaticn ag a me~ns to irrrcve e:r..,res~~c~ .. 
hJles ~or ca?ita:izat.on 
i.Jsee of comma anj tr.e a~-cs tr·l'.:•l:e 
Cse~ of cuc·~tion mnrke 
~se ot se~lc~lo~. 
Froofr~sding one's writing. 
VI. F•.";X.l•.-'L .,.x..:.;;.:::ss::;. 
3KILLS 
'Recc!cnizi ng a~.! ext:res~ir~ t:-.e value of or.e Is o•·r: i.5.es.E •.r:~ 
Ans.lyzi~ ~ers r r:r:l e~er:er:cee. 
Sno,_:in~ 1nd.~v.!..:u.r:~l react~or. tc -~rt:eu.s 11r.C. C~!'!"!c..:l t!.es o'[ 
Ex~res~i~i si~cere:y ~Frso~ ~ s~ !t!c~e a~d 1~eels. 
~.;r!. t!.n~ to s;.;'"' !r:creAsed n::f':~r1 t: cf vie-ll.-=r'llr.t. 
... c :...! E.f E 
l!. :~ t: • 
PU~C:LATICN J R..:.:-2-:AF. DICTim:ARY 
Usin6 all skills tau~ut 
ln orevious years 
Using punct~at~on to 
make tnou~ht clear 




Relating the idees in 
sentences to the need 




Using marks of ounctua-
tion for special pur-
poses 
Rev1~win~ rules for akree-
me~t of subject and-verb 
~ev:ew~n~ use of ~ersonal 
oronvuns 
Distinguish~ng use of adverbs 
and adjectives 
Exoressing exactly logical 
seouence of tenses 
Using English that conforms 
to standards of good 
usage 
Keeping use of dictlo~s 
as r~oitual tool of 








READING AND LIT~ATUrt~ 
UNIT::;, \::TIVITIE.,, CENTt:R., CF 
~12 
I. RiADINJ FOR JUDGlJ.t::Nl' 
Analyzing main ide~~ and con•iderine i"-Plication~. 
Evaluating ideaa in relAtion to fact• and logic of the aituation 
De•teloping increa•ed an>rene~a of >:ord~ and :;eRning~ of worda, 
Becoming Rware of uroo~Rnda tec~ninuea in JQurnaliam. 
ReRding to underatqnq cleRrly Rnd Accurately . 
II. :TUDYING MAGAZINE)) AND i"E""PAPER., 
Realizing influenr.e of ure•a in Arner:can life. 
Learning to read cri ticRlly ne"'•oAoera Rnd rrRgazine•. 
Analyzin,;; mn.<euu of oa.)er-- funct.i•:: . , n:r;.Joae• , advertiaing. 
Kotinc difference~ of article•, ~torie~, column~. 
\iei~hing evidence, evRlunting ~ource~ of inforoation. 
III. £NJOYIKG ACTION 
Read~ng for intere•t, entertain~ent, Adventure. 
Becomin~ ab•orbed in atorie• of acnievement, courage, and 
deteroinPtinn. 
:r.rillin~ to exoloit• of men in action. 
AporeciAtin~ vital~ty And atrenEth of AmericA. 
Knowing the ulea~ure qnd influence of ~cod ficti Jn, 
OnJANHATION 
;:,eein5 ~tl'ucture and 
cettern unuerlying 
t:1oe • of 1~ ter-
A tun~ 
ur, Jer~tandine tecn-
nir.ue~ of author 
in ·,.Ti tin~ 
t.otln~ lo~iC Pnd 
metnod of arran~e­




in aentence• and 
paragraph" 
VCCABL~ARY ~TcDY 
U~ing knowled £e of root~, 
nref1xee And ~uffixe• in 
readi~ nnd ••ri tine> 
I:l.acri:n1nntilli bet·•een 
•hadee of meanine in re-
lated \Wl'd • 
li.ecogniz1ng the im OJortance 
of exact orecl•e meaning• 
of wnrda 
LeArnin~ the herite~e of 
~ngli;h lan~uage -
borrowed worda 






5l'Aph• and logical 
Arran~ement of 1deae 
in reAding 
Underatpnd1ng •tructure 
Rnd variou• function• 
of oArPgraph" 
Keeping ~entencea clear, 
coherent, and emphatic 






Avoidine over-long and 
crowded qentence~ 
INTEREST MiD LEARNING EXPERI~~CE 
GRADE 12 
IV. .,TUDYING HUI'tAN KATURE 
Con•lderine fundamental ethical and intellectuRl oroblem~. 
Noting idea~, emotiona, feeling~ of everyday ueople. 
~eeing the human motive~ behind conflicta. 
Learning more about people a• individual~. 
Experiencing human ideala, emotion~, attitude•. 
V. EXPLORING THL ~ ·.,QRLD 
Gaining deeper knowledge of America todpy, 
Di•covering relAtion•hip between oeoole and nlace•. 
Underotanding our neighborhood in relation to city and atate. 
Looking beyond our native •oil to the world itaelf. 
Viaualizing new frontier•, new diacov~rie~, sreeter progreaa, 
VI. 5l:iARING ~ 
Reading ooetry of 1deae, high ideal~, oatrioti~m. 
utudyin~ ooem• about ueoule, dramRti c haooenin5•. 
Examining poet 1 e idea~ and mRnner of expre~eion. 
Enjoying meter, rhyth~, uoetic imagery. 
.,en~in~ the cower And beauty of ~reAt uoetry. 
;;KILL., 
:;,TUDY .,KILL" 
Reviewing bRaiC atudy 
•k.ill• 
Having definite ol11na 








Keeping informed of 
preaent yet learning 
Rbou t the pa•t 
Being determined 




Koting central ideRa 
and auouorting Argu-
menta 
l~a tching for aupeal to 
emotion• 
Recognizing difference 
between fact and 
opinion, evidence and 
gue~awork 
Thinking through the 
en tire talk. 
Making clear atatement~ 
of what haa been 
a aid 
LIBRARY WCRK 
Revie~ing reaourcea of library 
Encyclouediaa 
Anthologte~ 
D1 ctionPrie a 
Reviewing method of obta1nin0 
information 
Card catalogue 
Div1cionq of Library 
Reviewing atructure and mak.e-uo 
of booka 
Reviewing ouroo•e of library in 
community 
~ ::- ~·-,.- ·f. -- -....- .-;::_ _,.,._;: , <:.......:: ,y ,~ 
SPEAKING AND LISTENING 
UNITS, ACTIVIT:Es, CEKT~RS OF INTEREST, AND LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
:JiiADE 12 
I. ~ 80:-i '.'Eii. SATIONS 
Review~ng tc~ics, orinciples, methods of previous classes. 
Lear~ing resoonsibilities of adults in s ~ clal situations. 
Discussing man r.ers and courtesies at nublic ~~therines. 
Practicing introductions, interviews, conferences. 
C~morehendlng neces~ity of oolite behavior in life. 
II. !tEPCR TS 
Fresenting oral reoorts cf significant thoughts. 
Summarizing data from technical magazines. 
Reporting on job onnortunit1e6~ vocational skills. 
ae~ding selected oaragr~ohs as key statements. 
Giving definite clear-cut answers to oroblems. 
:II. :J:l5CUSSICI'<S 
Discussing contemoorary oublic events. 
Evaluating editcriaband news accounts. 
Criticizing influence of comics, oulo magPzines. 
"etect1ng emotional or intellectual ~ La• in arguments. 
":no;cine use of orcpa5enda in world t c. day. 
Orh}A;\IZATICN 
Cor.t:nuine use of ou tline 
f or reoorts ~nd tal~s 
Sno-wln~ def:.r.i te seou.:nce 
of t !".O ll~n t 
;.rren!5lng ideas according 
to l cr cortance 
~ slng transitio n words to 
s~o~ ord~r of ideas 
Keeoin~ to tcoic, avoiding 
~xtraneous details 
:•.alntair.in;r eoeentials: 
Good ojen1ng sentence 
Orderly presentation 
J.J!de-uo s t \'.'ords 
Transi tlons 
ilriefness 
Clea r sentence 
Jcod closing sente nce 
'ICCABULARY STUDY 
Exr.ressing discrimination 
in choice of words: 
thi nk-suo-::ose 
absolutely-orcbably 
Not:ne; met r:od of using 
transit !onal words 
Using accurately technical 
words 
Strlv~ng for colorful 
words and ohrases 
WRtcning for exolanation 
of key words, and of 
emotional ohrases 
Strengthenin3 ~nowledge of 
oarliamentary terms and 
other tool words 







ideas Rnd words at 
be5inning of sent-
ence 
Re peating imoortant 
words and p~~ases. 
Arr onging in logical 
order ohrases and 
clause modifiers 




Us'ng connectives for 
accurate ideas 
Kee ning clear expres-
sion of ideas para-
mount 
~12 
IV. ~ OitGM<IZATICN 
Reviewing basic princiolea of pRrlisrrentary procedllre. 
Election of officers--Order of Business--Frogres~ of a mction 
Use of commit tee s--Fo••er and au tnori ty of grouos 
Democratic orocedure--mnjority rule--minority resoected 
Round table discussions, Town ~eetinis, Coen Forums 
V. EVALUATION OF MOVIES AND FLAYS 
Enjoying worth>;nil e movies and plays. 
Distin3uis :-,ing tyoes, purvoses, tnemes. 
Gaining standard to discriminate good from the bad, the true from 
the evil. 
~o ting conflicts in eseential "-O r al and emotional values. 
Arriving nt conclus ions conc erning influence of movies and plays 
in m ·~ d.ern life. 
VI. INFORKAL TALKS 
Giving with notes short oreoared talks. 
Using factual material, technical data, concise statements. 
Soeaking sincerely on oersonal ide a s and ideals. 
Presenting a well-organ:zed report of current interest. 
Exoressing oersuasively own convictions and beliefs. 
SKILLS 
SPE:i:CH 
Speeking with assurance 
and confidence 
Avoiding slang, trite, 
overvo rked exoressions 
Using clear natural tone 
Pronouncing fully vowel 
and consonant sollnde 
Mainta!ning audience 
interest 
Keening to subject 
Varying piton and vol-
llme of voice 
GRA,·ii~AR 
Reviewing ccrrect use of orin-
ciual carts of verbs 
Reviewing agreereent of subject 
and oredicate 
Comoound subject 
ndefinite oron~u~e as sub-
jects 
Referen ce of relative ~ rc ­
n , llns 
Reviewing correct llSe of oer-
sonal or on c uns 
Subject and oredicAte nom-
ina t1 ve 
Objects of verb and oreo-
osition 
Reference in sentences 
Correct uqe of verbs in 
various tenses 
LIBRARY '.\ORK I 
Reviewing library tech-
nioues 
Usini special referencE 
books 
Currer.t magazines, tecJ 
n1cal literature, 
DICTIONARY 
Checkin~ meaning and 
nronunciation of 
words 
Following varlolls mean 
ings of words 
.CHAPTER V 
-
ILLUSTRATIVE UNIT - VOCABULARY STUDY 
ILLUSTRATIVE ~ 
PRELIMINARY COMMENTS 
1. The attached unit contains far more material than would 
be needed. It seemed preferable, however, to keep all sug-
gestions for this topic in one place. 
2. The pupils for whom this unit is designed have access 
to a school library and to the services of a competent 
librarian. The library is open to the pupils on an 
individual basis and as a class activity. 
3. School routine provides that pupils receive one or two 
standardized examinations at the beginning of the year. 
Thus vocabulary and reading ability have been established. 
It would not be necessary to test for these two items in 
this particular unit. 
4. There would be available within the classroom a small 
library, consisting of three or four shelves of the usual 
textbooks used in a high school and the usual refer'ence 
books that a teacher collects over the years. A Webster's 
Unabridged Dictionary is also a permanent part of the class-
room library. 
73. 
TYPE OF CLASS 
This unit on Vocabulary Study is designed for a better 
than average junior or senior class in a trade high school. 
The intelligence quotients would cluster about 105. Reading 
and vocabulary ability would be one to two years bel~v gr~ 
The class would be not more than twenty-five pupils. The 
boys would come from better than average families ani would 
be cooperative and enterprising. This type of boy is not 
only a good academic student but is usually superior in 
teclmical ability. As a general rule the boys within this 
type af class are active participants in the school clubs, 
organizations, and extra curricula activities. 
TIME ALLOTMENT 
A period of two or three weeks depending on circum-
stances Should be set aside for this unit. 
74. 
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR THE PUPIL 
1. On the study-guide you will find many questions and 
problems. It is not expected or reouired that you do ell 
the problems. It is required that you do some of the 
activities within each of the various sections devoted to 
the methods of Vocabulary Study. 
2. During the next two or three weeks we are going to 
devote a great deal of time to studying various methods of 
improving vocabulary. No one method is considered best. 
It is good to know all methods. Perhaps one method will 
appeel more to you than all the others. However do not 
concentrate on one section. 
3. Read each activity carefully. If you need help, ask for 
assistance. It is not necessary to write answers for every 
problem. Nor is it necessary to write a long composition 
on any question. Some of these activities may be answered 
orally, by notes, or by short written paragraphs. 
4. ork may be done within class or outside of class. 
First, however, if you intend to do some problem outside of 
school, ask your teacher's permission. He can probably aid 
you in completing the work without too much trouble. 
5. There are several references to books that will help 
• There is a list at the end of this s de. There 
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are also severel particul r references in various places 
within the study-guide. These are very useful in finding 
information. Try to make use of them. 
6. Show all papers to your teacher. 
7. Some of these problems can be done either individually, 
or by partners, or by committees. Consult with your teacher 
if you wish to work with someone on these problems. Get 
permission before you begin your work. 
a. We intend to share ideas and opinions. There will be 
ample opportunity for written reports, oral reports, group 
discussions, and class arguments. 
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GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE UNIT 
The ability to know and to use words is a fundamental 
necessity in all writing, speaking, and reading. A good 
vocabulary brings greater command over use of English. 
Words make up the thoughts in our sentences. To make ou~ 
language more effective and more expressive, we should know 
the various uses of words, and should know some of the ways 
to increase our vocabulary. 
We should become word conscious and shou~d strive to 
get a working knowledge of the many ways in which words are 
used. The ability to use words, the ability to say exactly 
what we mean, is an important step in making speech and 
writing more effective. If we wish to improve, we need to 
get a better understanding of our words, and of the meny 
ways in which words serve our needs. In the end an increas 
vocabulary with gre~ter sensitiveness to proper use of words 
will bring increased power in all our writing, reeding end 
thinking. 
ITEMIZED STATEMENT OR DELIMITATION 
1. The English language has a history, a biography, a 
story that is interesting and worth knowing. 
2. Our language is the result of many contributions from 
other languages. 
3. A knowledge of Latin and Greek prefixes, roots, and 
so. 
suffixes opens the door to e better knowledge of words. 
4. Many of our words have interesting biographies. Indeed, 
some words have life stories that are extremely inter-
esting. 
5. The dictionary is the basic source of information con-
cerning our words. 
6. The use of definite picture-making words makes our 
descriptions more effective. 
7. A knowledge of the meaning and the use of synonyms and 
antonyms is a valuable method of incre8sing vocabulary. 
8. The avoidance of overworked words and expressions, end 
the substitution of more vivid words help our writing 
and speaking. 
9. Words that appeal to the five senses aid greatly in 
making writing and speaking more expressive. 
10. The use of similes and metaphors can add color and detai 
to our use of the English language. 
11. Words can be deliberately misused. We should be on the 
alert to notice any twisting of words. 
12. The acquiring of a good vocabulary will aid not only in 
learning English but will make clear key words in other 
school subjects. 
81. 
PROBABLE INDIRECT AND INCIDENTAL LEARNING PRODUCTS 
1. There should be some gain in ability to think logically 
and to organize ideas more effectively. 
2. There should be some gain in oral and written ability 
to carry on basic methods of communication, such as 
( 
giving directions, answering clearly, carrying on 
conversation etc. 
3. There should be some gain in sentence structure, in the 
making of more thoughtful sentences. 
4. There should be improvement in the correct spelling of 
words. 
5. Reading ability should improve. 
6. An appreciation might be gained of contributions of 
various languages, and of various nationalities to the 
American way of life. 
7. There should be some gain in correctly interpreting 
strange, new, or technical words. 
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UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
INTROLUCTORY ACTIVITIES (Material enclosed within brackets 
is for'teacher's use only.) 
(Introductory Remarks. The following items are merely notes 
for guidance of the teacher in discussing necessity for 
Vocabulary Study. Importance of using words well -- import-
ance of understanding what we know -- knowing how to write 
and speak correctly is a big step toward success in life --
you are constantly judged by your speech -- words are the 
means of communicating ideas --if you can't express your 
ideas, you can't make people know what you think and believe 
-- one should get a good working knowledge of the necessary 
tools for mastery of written and spoken word --- we are 
dependent on language for many things, -- letters, news-
papers, radio, telephone etc. -- we depend on words in other 
classes at school, we make friends by using right words, 
we are able to persuade -- business and social affairs 
require use of words -- popularity -- good taste -- know-
ledge -- "growing up is increasing one's vocabulary" 
"one measure of a man is his vocabulary" -- relation of 
vocabulary and success.) 
Vocabulary Questionnaire. - (The following vocabulary test is 
to be used to arouse interest and is not primarily diag-
nostic.) 
1. Would you believe an affidavit? 
2. Does a chiropodist take care of flowers? 
3. ould a scrupulous person be careless? 
4. A veracious speaker is a loud orator? 
5. A person with a sallow complexion is usually blonde? 
6. Is an indolent person energetic? 
7. Are truthful children hypocritical? 
8. Would an obsolete car be a good bargain? 
9. ould a thief be guilty of larceny? 
10. Is a callous doctor sympathetic? 
11. Would rotund describe a thin man? 
12. Is an intolerant judge unbiased? 
13. Would a conspicuous object be hard to find? 
14. Would a mediocre runner win many races? 
15. Would a coach use an emaciated tackle? 
16. Would you bribe an incorruptible witness? 
17. Does a man always have arteries? 
18. A dictionary is arranged in chronological order? 
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19. Does a magazine always have an appendix? 
20. Is a mural found on a wall? 
21. A gargoyle is a carved face on the roof of a cathedral? 
22. Molecules are tiny germs? 
23. would a ainosaur be found in a zoo? 
24. Would you hear an autograph? 
25. ould you refuse a malady? 
THE STORY OF OUR LANGUAGE. 
-----
(Language has a history -- every word is a heritage --
it is an interesting and amazing story -- language is ever 
changing -- it has many differences -- regional -- his-
torical -- colloquial -- levels of usage -- story about 
codes, ciphers, trace symbols, heraldry -- signs end symbols 
of language -- music -- various insignia -- Morse -- Sema-
phore -- sign language -- Braille -- comparison of language 
to a mighty river -- contributions from foreign languages --
Latin -- Greek --French -- the history of English -- its 
growth and development through the ages -- different manner 
of writing in the last century -- examples from Franklin, 
Irving, Poe, Cooper-- modern day style.) 
CORE ACTIVITIES 
1. How did these men help in the growth of the English 
Language? 
Nosh ebster Samuel Johnson William Csxton 
2. What new words have come into our language as a result 
of new inventions? 
!%.. There have been severa.l attempts to create a world 
language. What can you find out about some of these 
attempts? Esperanto? Basic English? (Consult 
Encyclopedia Britannica) 
4. What was the universal language in the Middle Ages? 
Why? Do you think English will become an international 
language? Can you give important reasons for your 
belief? 
5. Can you locate examples of dialect in your reading? 
(Bret Harte - Western dialect. Joel Chandler Harris -
the Old South.) 
84. 
6. In the beginning of Scott's Ivanhoe there is a speech 
that reveals the difference in certain words of the 
English language used at that time. Locate this 





Take a short paragraph from Mutint on the Bounty. List 
the words in column form. Then f n~t~origin of each 
word. Determine how many come from the Anglo-Saxon and 
how many from other languages. 
Name five words that you would have to explain to your 
grandfather, to Abraham Lincoln. 
Name five words thet came into existence with the 
automobile, the steam engine, the use of gunpowder. 
Name some words that gradually dropped out of the 
language because of these inventions. 
Can you find ten words that were Made-in-America and 
that are particularly American in meaning. 
Desire to Increase Vocabulary. 
~en is good vocabulary important? -- where is good 
vocabulary important -- "your vocabulary is your passport" 
-- through words we share with others what we see, hear, 
think, and read -- to make others like us we need to use 
our English in a friendly way -- we need words but also 
need to express our ideas exactly and forcefully -- "I know 
what I want to say but I just don't know how to say it" --
we rave three vocabularies: reading, writing, and speaking 
-- we should try to expand each type of vocabulary -- "a 
word used three times slips off the tongue with natural-
ness. Then it is ours forever" -- surest way to get new 
words is to get new knowledge -- vocabulary grows through 
interest in trades, sports, hobbies, sciences, arts, crafts 
etc.) 
Class Discussion. Here are several methods of learning new 
words. What do you think of these methods? 
1. Making Word notebooks 
2. Adopt two or three words e week 
3. Post interesting words on Bulletin board 
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4. Find unusual words in reading 
5. Make list of words. Study this list. 
6. Wide intelligent reading 
7. Intelligent listening to speakers, to the radio, 
to lectures, to oral reports. 
8. Translating from foreign languages 
9. Paraphrasing or precis work 
10. Collecting words as a hobby 
CORE ACTIVITIES 
11. What particular problem do you have in leQrning or 
remembering words? 
12. How much does success in school work depend on 
knowledge of words? 
13. Can you give an example of how necessary knowledge 
of words is to success in business? 
14. What careers depend especially upon having a good 
vocabulary? 
15. What situations in your social life would neces-
sitate knowing how to use words correctly? 
16. Have you learned any unusual or technical or 
scientific words recently? 
17. What does the following Quotation mean: "She had 
a small vocabulary but a good turnover."? 
Synonyms end Antonyms. 
(A brief review of synonyms end antonyms would be 
beneficial at this point.) 
18. Can you find synonyms for these words? 
greed deface govern narrate humane 
proud injure unscrupulous derelict ficticious 
19. Can you find antonyms for the following words? 
smooth modern busy sincere trivial 
obvious conceal future failure ficticious 
industrious generous courteous forbid healthy 
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20. Write a paragraph praising and describing some 
individual. Then by use of antonyms completely 
change your description. 
21. How good are you at expressing shades of meaning? 
Here are some words that reouire close thinking 
and clear meanings. 
new - novel leave - abandon firm - obstinate 
diary - dairy leisurely - deliberately 
hates - dislikes rare - unioue 
22. Here is another group of words that will test your 
ability. 
affect - effect addition - edition learn - teach 
principle - principal eligible - illegible 
humane - human personal - personnel think - guess 
honest - genuine 
23. To make distinctions between words is an important 
ability. How good are you at making distinctions 
when there are three words similar in meaning. 
Try this exercise: 
old - obsolete - ancient 
cold - frigid - cool 
create - construct - invent 
damage - destroy - desecrate 
queer - ouaint - strange 
puzzle - riddle - game 
eat - devour - gulp 
smell - fragrance - perfume 
24. People sometimes make mistakes in using words. Her 
are some boners. 
A goblet is a male turkey. 
A magnet is a thing you find in a bad apple. 
The earth makes a resolution every twenty-four hour • 
Can you bring into class some boners? The 
Pocket Book of Boners is a good source of inform-
ation. 
25. How good a teacher are you? Make a short exercise 
similar to those above. Use words that high-
school boys should know. 
26. Another method of making a test might be more 
appealing to you. Do you think you could construct 
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fifteen sentences similar to the examples that 
follow? If they are worthwhile we could try t h em 
out on the class. 
A binnacle is used on a train- ship- a lathe-
an engine. 
A ream is a. measure of food- paper-cloth-iron. 
A grmiet would be useq by a. musician-dentist-
carpenter-artist. 
An atlas contains stories-maps-diagrams-tables 
Use of Vivid Interesting ords. 
27. Describe briefly some local building or place so 
that the class can recognize it. Do not identify 
the place or building. 
28. Select a short vivid passage from your reading whi 
you think the class would like to hear. It may be 
something informative, or a paragraph describing 
an exciting action, or it might be a. poem rich in 
word pictures. 
29. Select from one of the three following poems a. 
passage that you think is especially vivid. 
The Highwayman by Alfred Noyes 
Ballad of East and West by Rudyard Kipling 
(Courtship of Myles Standish by Henry Longfel 
30. Find some vivid advertising slogans in use today. 
31. Some people think that you need to use long words 
in order to be emphatic. Go to Lincoln's Gettys-
burg Address and see how many words have two or 
th~ee sylla.b~es. Report to the class on your 
findings. 
32. Can you find 15 expressive phrases describing 
various shades of color? Look in the advertise-
ments of your family newspaper. 
33. How good are you at describing the characteristics 
of people? Can you supply five adjectives that 
go with the following features. 
eyes - snappy nose - straight hair - curly 
face - pale voice - harsh hands - grimy 
walk - clumsy dress - stylish 
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34. Choose a fellow worker end compose a paragraph abou 
an exciting happening in your shop . Use words that 
definitely place the event in your particular shop. 
35. Here are some skeletons of sentences. By using 
descriptive adjectives and more expressive verbs 
make these sentences really interesting. 
deer ran -- whistle blew -- he wrote -- son hurt 
man asked -- boy ate -- girl went -- fire burned 
blow struck -- rider rode -- birds flew --
pupil wrote 
36. There are many ways of describing we lking. 'You may 
walk, hurry, hobble, stagger, strut, or saunter. 
Can you add 10 similar verbs. 
37. List 10 verbs for S£1 for say, for fight. 
38. What particular nouns 
following verbs? 
gallop sprint flash 
spurt dash scamper 
creep drift prowl 







39. Are you good at describing the personality of some 
one you know? What words would be needed to 
describe personality? 
40. To what class of creatures do these collective 
nouns apply? 
swarm flock drove herd school company bevy 
shoal 
41. There are certain words that we use too often. 
Such words as nice, grand, awful, fine, swell, 
wonderful, terrible, end interesting have been 
literally worked so herd th- t they no longer have 
any life. Take three of these words end supply 
four synonyms that could be used in their place. 
42. There are certain expressions that have been used 
so often that they no longer have any re 1 effect 
on our mind. Can you make a more vivid expres-
sion for the following overworked idees? 
red as a rose good as gold brave as a lion 
cool as a cucumber innocent as a lamb 
89. 
u ·se 
pretty as a picture green as grass 
poor but honest hard as a rock white as snow 
43. Collect examples from books, newspapers, or maga-
zines of original ways of saying things (Towqrd a 
More Picturesaue Speech - READER'S DIGEST 
44. The use of slang is condemned because it is used so 
often that after a while it doesn't mean anything. 
Here are slang expressions still in use but not 
ouite proper. See if you can translate these 
expressions. 
high-hat stuck-up flat tire duds rube 
horn in cold feet pep grub gabby tightwad 
bunk real guy roughneck. 
45. Make a list of 5 to 10 slang expressions now in 
use in the school. 
46. Some people think words have a p rsonality of their 
own. If you agree can you list 5 romantic words, 
of 
47. 
5 poetic words, 5 childish words, 5 old-fashioned 
words, and 5 sleepy words. 
Words th9t appeal to the Five Senses. 
Here are the 5 senses. Cen you think of 3 iii'Ords 
to fit e.ach sense? 
sight- grey sound - roar taste - sour 
smell- fragrant touch - smooth 
48. Fit the following words to pArticular things. 
patter-clatter-crack-bubble-chirp-pop-giggle-howl-
purr-swish-squeak-creek-hiss-crunch-rumble-splash 
49. Using words that appeal to one or more senses 
describe 15 of the following items. 
sugar coffee mothball soap surf leather 
turpentine fog frost gasoline peach dog 
popcorn mosauito kitten blanket siren 
bakery circus kettle flower 
50. In one or two sentences, by using descriptive words 
produce a single impression or mood. 
the neatness of a hospital 
the holiness of a church 
the confusion of a circus 
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the gloom of a cellar 
the heat of a furnace 
the noise of a station 
51. Some years ago these words were chosen by prominent 
men as the most beautiful words in · our language. 
Which of these words do you like best? Perhaps 
you have some words that you would like to add to 
the list. 
Churah lovely pavement nevermore vermillion 
melody cellar door Chattanooga gracious home 
52. There are words in our language that seem to expres 
their meaning by their sound. What words do you 
know that might fit this class. What names of 
birds imitate the cry of that bird? 
53. How do salesmen appeal to the senses? 
54. Look up the word alliteration. Do you know any 
examples of alliteration? 
55. Poets use similes and metaphors to express their 
ideas. If you remember definitions you will know 
that these are methods of comparison. What similes 
and metaphors can you find in poems you have read 
either in school books or other books. 
56. Compare the following objects to something else. 
Use like or ~ in your sentence. 
moon-sun-violin-rain-thunder-elephant-train-radio-
parrot-ice-waves-car-ink-floor-sky-rainbow 
57. Some metaphors are worn out. 1.fuat was the probable 
origin of these overworked metaphors? Have you a 
better expression? 
eat crow get the drop on throw up the sponge 
play to the gallery throw down the glove 
58. Have you a good imagination? Can you compere these 
two unrelated objects so thot a vivid picture is 
presented to the reader? 
kettle and a singer wind and smoke 
leaves and a painter storm and battle 
dog and wind trees and an old man 
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Use of D1ctionary. 
(Brief review of data supplied by dictionary.) 
59. As soon as it comes off the press the dictionary 
is out of date. Why is this so? 
60. Illustrate the kinds of information that can be 
found in a dictionary. 
61. How well CBn you pronounce the following words? 
Choose a partner and let him check your pronuncia-
tion. 
arithmetic avenue boundary , 
governmen~ history library 
coupon route genuine roof 







62. Here is another list of words constantly mis-
pronounced. Check with the dictionary to see if 




63. Words do not have one meaning alone. Words can be 
used in many ways and as different parts of speech. 
From the following list of words select ten that 
you can use in at least three different ways. Ee 
prepared orally to show how these words can be so 
used. 
club book head free lock bat spring 
deck range check trade pitch grip taste 
down rest draw pool rout copy drill 
table smoke bed 
64. There are various kinds of dictionaries. Could 
you make a short talk explaining whqt might be · 
found in some of these dictionaries? 
65. The following words were admitted in 1934 to 
Webster's Dictionary. What does e~ch one of these 
words mean? 
aerial flu highbrow . insulin jaywalker 
mercurochrome racketeer Armistice Day 
balloon tire beauty shop Rayon thermos 
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Community Chest D1 esel engine daylight saving 
66. How well can you use a dictionary? Look up the 
following words, indicate the pronunciation, 
meaning, and derivation. 
lieutenant helm camouflage cinema chassis 
vitamin ocarina silhouette detour gondola 
sinister ~ oculist 
67. Prepare a list of 20 words on some special subject 
with which you are familiar. Be sure you know the 
meaning yourself. During a class discussion we 
will see how many the class knows. The list may 
be taken from photography, music, sports, or any 
other subject. 
68. Make a list of 10 trade terms tha t are used only 
in your particular trade. 
69. What words cause trouble in school subjects? Per-
, haps the entire class can make a useful list that 
other students can concentrate on. 
70. Do you know how to define? The best way to show 
that you know the meaning of a word is to give its 
class end characteristics. Example: A bookcase 
is a piece of furniture with shelves for holding 
books. Can you define these ordinary words in a 
similar fashion? 
barometer tractor hexagon microscope faucet 
automobile dictionary orchard wheat cylinder 
sedan hanger 
Word Biographies. 
71. Certain words have an interesting story connected 
with their origin. Be prepared to show the 
derivation of these words: 
Christmas Amazon motel tulip atlas · lasso 
mocassin boycott rodeo tapioca sardine 
sandwich orchard mirage Listerine volcano 
curfew khaki camera 
72. Find the origin of the names of 10 gems. 
73. Some of our words come from myths. What is the 
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origin of these words? 
cereal fatal lethal 
herculean 
janitor siren vulcaniz 
74. Some of our words were originally names of people 
or places. What is the story behind these words? 
guillotine macadam pasteurize voltage 
pullman January zeppelin victrola 
Porterhouse steak 
75. What's in a name? Make a list of proper names that 
indicate something about the family tbat has that 
name. Follow the outline below. 
Occupations Smith Sawyer 
Physical Brown Short 
Geography Corcoran (Cork) 
Father'e name -- Johnson O'Connor 
76. Many of our words came originally from a foreign 
language. How good are you as ~ word detective? 
What words c~n you add? 
Indian tobacco mocassin 
Arabic aigebra coffee 
Dutch schooner skate 
French chauffeur camouflage 
Italian balcony opera 
Spanish canyon castanets 
77. Can you give examples from foreign languages not 
mentioned in the above problem? 
78. Some words have completely changed their meaning 
down through the years. What was the original 
meaning of these commonplace words? 
nice fellow awful dumb fat slow 
79. Perhaps you are interested in the meanings of 
Christian names. Find out the meaning of the 
Christian names of the members of the class. 
(Consult! Treasury of Names • Evelyn ells.) 
80. There are many French words used in cooking and on 
menus. Could you find examples of these words? 
81. Latin end Greek words abound in medicine. Bring in 
10 common names used in medicine that come from 
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these languages. 
82. German words appear freouently in science. Can you 
finp 10 words in your physics book or any other 
scientific text that come from German? 
83. If you are a musician, it should be easy to find 10 
words from Italian. 
84. Spanish words appear in Western stories. Are you 
able to pick out a good collection of such words? 
85. Perhaps you are interested in classic myths. What 
proper names now in common use refer to stories 
in these myths? 
86. What interesting words could you find in a delica-
tessen? 
87. There is an interesting class of words that have 
been made from initials. You may know such words 
as Socony or Nabisco. What other words are there 
similar to these? 
88. From time to time new words come into the language. 
Such words as cablegram, Stacomb, or Walkathon 
serve a useful purpose. There are other words 
deliberately made up. Do you know any? 
89. A good many trade names are deliberately created. 
There is ~uite a long list of these trade names. 
How many can you find? 
Examples: Eversharp Pyre~ Dentyne Linoleum 
90. Invent a word. 
91. Many of our words are the result of the combination 
of two words. 
scarecrow spotlight locksmith watertight 
fifth-column 
How many words cen you find on one page of a news-
paper? 
92. Locate the original source of polo, pecan, caviar, 
tea, bandit, ranch, cobra, robot, end waltz. 
93. Here is a list of words with original meanings. 
Show how today's meaning differs from the original 
meaning. Do you think you can show how this change 
came about? 
belfry -- watchtower campus field 
weighed-- advanced citizen city dweller 
error wandering sad heavy 
frock monk's robe Quick alive 
hypocrite-actor pen feather 
glad smooth barn place for barley 
dizzy foolish insane not healthy 
leech physician 
94. There are many Latin words used in church services. 
Can you think of at least ten? There are many 
words connected with religion thet originally came 
from Latin. This should be an easy task. 
Roots and Affixes. 
(A special study guide containing common Latin and Greek 
roots, prefixes, and suffixes should be available at this 
point.) 
95. Using your study guide, determine what was the 
original meaning of these words. 
antecedent import predict precede deport 
construct 
96. Take one Latin root and construct as many words as 
you can. Use as many different prefixes or suffixe 
that you can. 
97. Take a short Pl ragraph from your prose anthology 
and show how many words have prefixes or suffixes. 
98. How many words can you find that have the root 
11phon", "hydro", and "port"? 
99. Working with a partner see how many words you can 
construct using the following roots. 
die mot spec tract 
100. Can you construct a paragraph containing words 
that h~ve Latin roots only? Perhaps you can con-
struct a sentence with Greek roots only. 
96. 
Semantics. (A teacher explanation of how words can be 
misused would be profitable here.) 
101. What is the meaning of the word propaganda? Has 
it a good and a bad sense? What examples do you 
know of propaganda? 
102. How do words play a great part in persuading us to 
do certain things? Can you give a definite example 
of how certain words have caused people to change 
their minds? 
103. Dictators like to twist words. From recent history 
could you tell of an incident in which dictators 
misused words? 
104. Some people are very snobbish in their use of words 
Do you know of any words that you would classify 
as "snob" words? 
For example: nursemaid - governess roomer - guest 
105. There is a great deal of exaggeration in advertise-
ments. Bring to class some examples. There are 
certain words that have a strong emotional appeal. 
Could you name five words thqt are used every day 
in our newspapers that have this strong emotional 
effect? 
108. What should a person do in order not to be misled 
by people or publications that twist words to suit 
their own purposes. 
OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES 
When you have finished your work in the problems and 
questions in the main part of your study guide, you may like 
to do one or more of these activities listed here below. 
Get approval from your teacher, however, before you begin 
any of these activities. 
1. World War II has brought new words into our languag • 
Can you discover some of these words? 
2. The story of how our alphabet came into existence 
is interesting history. The Encyclopedia Brittan-
ica has a fascinating account in Volume I under the 
word alphabet. 
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3. Read page 233 of Mencken's American Langua6~· 
Select some interesting examples of how words in 
America and in England differ greatly. 
4. Bring in an example of effective writing from some 
outside source. Look in a recent magazine or news-
paper. 
5. Foreign people have contributed much to the growth 
of America. What expressions, customs, foods, or 
ideas have they given to our country? 
6. Every trade has certain "key-words", that is, words 
that are essential for a · good knowledge of the 
trade. What do you consider to be the key words 
of yo~r trade? 
7. Take a paragraph from one of Edgan Allan Poe's 
short stories and list effective words. 
B. If you have knowledge of a foreign language, te~l 
us briefly how it differs from English. 
' 9. Can you name 5 famous Americans to whom English 
was once a foreign language? 
10. On your vacation you may have heard people speak a 
different dialect from your own home town. Can 
you show how this manner of speaking is different 
from that around Boston? 
11. Write a short skit entitled "How Not to Use English 
12. What influence has American language had on foreign 
languages? What Americ~n words are used by 
foreigners? 
13. There are a great many games that use words. Find 
some of these games and explain to the class how 
they are played. 
Examples: Anagrams magic souares crossword puz-
zles 
14. Words are important in lawsuits. Do you know of 
any case that depended on the meaning of a word? 
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15. Shop language can be very technical. Write a page 
of conversation between two tradesmen using tech-
nical language. 
16. You may have other ideas on improving vocabulary. 
If you do have, be ready to explain to the class. 
17. Some people think that a "pun" is the lowest form 
of humor. Find some good examples of puns end see 
if the class thinks they are funny. 
lB. Certain newspapers have columns on the correct use 
of words. Make a collection of these columns for 
class discussion. 
19. Place names in America have an interesting history. 
Can you show how a religious element can be found 
in Western names? 
20. In your branch library you can find books devoted 
to methods of studying vocabulary. Borrow one of 
these books, read it carefully, and then tell the 
class what is valuable. 
21. Select from 4 different magazines four different 
paragraphs. Read them to the class and see if we 
can tell from what magazine each comes. 
POOLING OF EXPERIENCE 
An opportunity should be given for a general conference 
and discussion at the end of this unit. Pupils should be 
given an opportunity to contribute their own particular 
discoveries to the class. 
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PUPIL'S BIBLIOGRAPHY 
(The pupils for whom this unit wes designed are usually 
provided with the four following types of textbook. The 
particular text varies with the class.) 
1. Dictionary - Webster's Secondary School Dictionary, 
Springfield, Mass., G. & C. Merriam Co., 
19:30. 
2. Prose Anthology - Sedgwick, Ellery, end Berry Dominco-
vich, Novel and Story, Boston, D. c. Heath 
and Company, 19:39. 
3. Composition and Grammar Book -Wright, Alfred M., and 
Alfred M. Hitchcock, Sentence Craft, New 
York, Henry Holt and Company, 1942. 
4. Collection of Biographies or Short Stories - Cooper, 
Cecelia, and Charles Palmer, Twenty Modern 
Americans, New York, Harcourt, Brace and 
Company, 1942. 
Brewer, Cobham E., Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, Phila-
delphia, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1931. 
Bulfinch, Thomas, Bulfinch's MytholoBI, New York, The Modern 
Library, 19:34. 
Crabb, George, Crabb's English Synonyms, New York, Grosset 
and ~unlap, 1938. 
Ernst, Margaret s., In! Word, New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 
19:37. 
Fowler, Henry, Dictionary 2£ Modern English Usage, London, 
Clarendon Press, 19:37. 
Funk, Charles E., ! Hog~ Ice, New York, Harper and Brother 
1948. 
Greenough, James, and George Kittredge, Words end Their Ways, 
New York, The MacMillan Company, 1926. 
100. 
Herzberg, Max, Editor, ~ Study, Monthly Pamphlet, Spring-
field, Mass., G. & c. Merriam Co., selected. 
Mencken, H. L., The Americen Language, 4th Edit., New York, 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1§38. 
"Picturesoue Word Origins", Springfield, Mass., G. & c. 
Merriam Co. 
Shankle, George E., State Names, Flags, Seals, ~., New 
York, H. w. Wilson Co., 1941. 
Weekley, Ernest, Romance of Words, New York, E. P. Dutton 
and Company, 1922. 
Wells, Evelyn, A Treasury of Names, New York, Duell, Sloan, 
and Pearce; 1946. 
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ESTIMATING EDUCATIVE GROWTH 
1. Teacher log. 
2. Pupil essay summarizing what thet pupil has learned. 
3. Informal objective test. 
I1~0RMAL OBJECTIVE TEST 
As the pupils for whom this unit is designed have, as a 
matter of school routine, been tested at the beginning of 
the school year on vocabulary ability, an alternative form 
of the vocabulary test might easily be given at the end of 
this unit. 
Has your knowledge of words increased? Has your vocab-
ulary grown larger? Do you know how to use words? Let us 
see. 
I Construct four (4) words for each of the roots given 
below. 
mit rupt spect port sect tract 
II Give the antonym of the following words: 
feeble ignorant wealth increase expand purchas 
III Pick out the prefix or suffix from each of the follow-
ing words: 
misprint postscript submit soften fearless 
depart 
IV Show the difference in meaning between the following 
peirs of words: 
affect - effect addition - edition 
eligible - illegible conscience - conscious 
council - counsel principle - principal 
V Give the derivation of 10 of the following words: 
motel rodeo sandwich curfew cereal siren 
sardine orchard boycott pasteurize volcano 
khaki tulip 
VI ~nat synonyms can you give for these words? 




rite a short paragraph vividly describing a person, 
a place, or en exciting action. Use words that 
appeal to the senses. 
Use the following words in three different ways: 
check draw copy spring drill 
IX Identify the following words or phrases: 
Noah Webster Esperanto Basic English pun 
William Caxton Braille 
X Name five (5) words that have come into the language 
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